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ADAPTATION PART OF LIFE FOR
MAINE’S LOBSTERMEN

MLA FILES MOTION TO ENTER
COURT CASE

By Melissa Waterman

By MLA staff

Maine is home to more than 4,800 licensed lobstermen operating along the coast.
Those lobstermen represent fishing traditions that go back more than one hundred
years. Within the small towns that dot the Maine coast, men and women head to
sea each day as their parents and grandparents once did, using their hard-earned
skills to capture lobsters and bring them to shore. Now that tradition is at risk as
fishery regulators consider the need for
increased protections for North Atlantic
right whales, regulations which could
threaten the livelihoods of these resolute
lobstermen.

As it has during its 64-year history, the Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA)
is once again seeking a place at the table for Maine’s lobstermen in the face
of potentially crippling new regulations from federal fisheries managers.
The MLA filed its motion on May 30 to become an intervener in a legal suit
brought against the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) by the Center for
Biological Diversity, Humane Society of the United States, Defenders of Wildlife
and the Conservation Law Foundation. That suit (the two cases were consolidated into one in May) demands that NMFS complete an Endangered Species
Act (ESA) Section 7 review of the American lobster fishery within 60 days, asserting that NMFS is in violation of the ESA and the Marine Mammal Protection
Act (MMPA) for not adequately protecting North Atlantic right whales.

A loud chorus of barking dogs greets a
visitor to lobsterman Dwight Carver’s
house on Beals Island. Only one of the
pack is his, the others are his daughter’s. To get to the house one takes a
right onto Barney Cove Road and then
turns at the tidy orange house at the
top of Carver’s driveway. “That was my
parents’ house. My oldest brother owns
it now. He had it painted that color. He’s
happy with it and so I’m happy with it,”
Carver said decisively.
Continued on page 5

“Becoming an intervener gives the MLA status in the case, providing access to
the court proceedings and documents. If the case moves to a decision point,
the MLA will have a voice in that process,” explained Patrice McCarron, executive director of the MLA.
This isn’t the first time that the MLA has taken part in the legal process on
behalf of its members. In 2007 it also filed successfully to be an intervener in a
legal suit brought by the Humane Society and the Oceans Conservancy against
NMFS to force the agency to release regulations regarding right whale protections. As a court-recognized intervener, the MLA participated in mediation to
reach a settlement in the suit.

Dwight Carver at work in his
trap shed. MLA photo.

Continued on page 23
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With the sharp focus this summer on North Atlantic right whales,
a logical question to ask is: why is it so hard to figure out where the
whales are? Wouldn’t it make sense to tag them, as we do cod and
sharks, so that scientists and fishermen can know where they are
and, in the latter case, avoid them?
Russell Andrews of the University of Alaska and the Alaska SeaLife
Center has tried to do just that. He and his colleagues attempted to
tag right whales with a satellite tag to track their movements while
migrating north from the southeast U.S. toward the northeast coast.
He used a barnacle-style tag which attaches with little anchors to
the whales, called a
Low Impact Minimally
Percutaneous Externalelectronics Transmitter,
or LIMPET.
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Thank you to Maine’s lobstermen and their
families from A.C. Carver Inc., a proud
sponsor of Landings.

The physical characteristics of a right whale
make the animals difficult to tag. Unlike other
baleen whales, right
whales do not have a
dorsal fin. So when the
whale rises to the surface, there’s nothing
Continued on page 4
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COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

June in Maine can be an unreliable month. Some years
it may rain for days on end with temperatures in the 50s.
Other years it’s as if mid-summer came early — the sky remains blue and clear and dry. It’s hard to predict what this
June holds, yet you can be sure that it will involve lobstermen getting traps set again, herring fishermen heading out
to catch that all-important bait, and the start of the season’s boisterous lobster boat racing circuit.

rity chefs, lobstermen and the media together to promote
Maine’s soft-shell lobster as a seasonal delicacy. This year
the Collaborative will link top-shelf chefs and Maine lobstermen here in Maine, producing a video series of the
chefs and lobstermen at sea and on land to stream on social media sites. A live event will be held later this summer in New York City focusing again on the the men and
women who catch and prepare Maine lobster.

In this month’s Landings, we look again at the situation
with North Atlantic right whales and what it portends for
Maine’s lobstermen. Last year’s unprecedented number of
deaths, many of them in Canadian waters, led to increased
scrutiny of the whales’ migration and feeding patterns.
Scientists believe that the whales are abandoning their
traditional grounds in the Gulf of Maine in favor of the Gulf
of St. Lawrence where their preferred food, a tiny copepod
called Calanus finmarchicus, gathers in dense patches. But
tracking right whales in order to understand where they
are and when is complicated, as our article points out.

To catch a lobster, you must have access to the ocean.
To have access to the ocean means having public or private docks available to you and your boat. The number of
miles along Maine’s coast with working waterfront facilities is frighteningly low, as Monique Coombs, Maine Coast
Fishermen’s Association director of marine programs,
notes in her column this month. Lobstermen and other
fishermen rely not only on having a dock from which to
fish but also the ancillary businesses that make fishing
possible: boatyards, storage space, and bait sheds, among
other things. As is happening in Portland now, pressure
from other types of development, such as hotels, is increasing year by year and could erode the vital fabric of Maine’s
working coast.

In addition, several environmental groups have brought
suit against the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) to force that agency to conduct a review under
the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of the impact the lobster fishery may have on the right whales. In late May, the
Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) petitioned the federal court to become an intervener in the case. The MLA
argued that Maine lobstermen will be directly affected by
the result of the court case and, as the largest lobstermen’s
organization in the state, the MLA brings a valuable perspective to the court’s decision-making process.
Dwight Carver, a Beals Island lobsterman and former MLA
director, offers a much more personal view of the right
whale problem in a profile in this month’s issue. Carver has
contributed hundreds of hours of his time to the Atlantic
Large Whale Take Reduction Team, a consortium of public
and private interests created in 1997 to ensure the whales’
continued survival. And yet he has not seen a whale in
Maine waters since the 1970s. Carver knows the perils of
some of the adaptations lobstermen in his area have made
to reduce the risk of whale entanglements, such as using
sinking groundline between trawls. He remains committed
to doing whatever he can to keep the whales safe yet recognizes that their continued survival might not be up to him
and his fellow fishermen.
Megan Ware, fishery management plan coordinator at the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC),
provides an update on the Commission’s changes to its
mackerel fishery management plan and how that might
affect the herring fishery. The two species intermingle at
sea; closing the mackerel fishery before the herring quota
is caught can limit the amount of herring landed, thus affecting the availability of lobster bait. The ASMFC is also
progressing on its newest lobster stock assessment, which
is due to be completed in 2020.
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative (MLMC) executive director Matt Jacobson fills us in on the Collaborative’s
innovative marketing campaign for this summer and fall.
The MLMC held a series of “Maine After Midnight” events
across the country for the past two years, bringing celeb-

The Maine Marine Trades Association is one group that
is working to ensure that Maine’s boatbuilding and repair sector remains strong. Stacey Keefer took the helm
of the organization earlier this year from long-time director Susan Swanton. Keefer brings a first-hand knowledge
of the complexities of Maine’s boatyards and the need to
bring more young people in these businesses, as our profile
this month shows.
The uncertainty about Affordable Care Act health insurance continues to dominate the news from Washington,
however, as MLA health insurance Navigator Bridget
Thornton writes, that should not deter anyone from making sure his or her insurance information is up to date.
Some applicants receive notices that they have Data
Matching Issues (DMIs) when they receive their eligibility
notice. Often the problem is with inconsistencies related
to annual income, a figure that for most lobstermen will
vary considerably year to year. Thornton explains what you
need to do if you have a DMI notice; she is also available in
the MLA office to assist fishermen over the phone.
Finally, it’s been said, do what you love and the money will
come. That seems to be the case for Shelley Frothingham,
an Owls Head lobsterman’s wife profiled in our People of the
Coast series. A bundle of energy, Frothingham has held numerous jobs over the years, none of which were exactly her
dream job. But that changed when she decided to start her
own business creating one-of-a-kind tote bags. Lockwood
Totes, begun in 2017, has taken off, giving Frothingham
both revenue and a tangible pleasure in her popular creations. As she says, “I believe if you don’t like where you are
working, then get the hell out.”
We hope you enjoy this issue of Landings and, as ever, welcome your suggestions for future articles.

Donate to the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance and
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MLCA | PO Box 315 | Kennebunk, ME | 04043 | www.mlcalliance.org | 207-967-6221
You can make your donation online at www.mlcalliance.org or send us a
check or credit card info with the form below.
Donations of $25
or more include a subscription
Donation Amount $
to Landings.
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City, State, Zip
Email
Phone
Credit Card #
Expiration

Security Code
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Guest
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GUEST COLUMN: Going live with Maine new shell lobster this summer
By Matt Jacobson

In March the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative was authorized by the
Maine Legislature for another three years. It will be 2021 before the Legislature
will consider the Collaborative again. As I told the Legislature, every Zone
Council and several other industry groups during the reauthorization process,
our mission is to drive attention to and demand for Maine lobster. Sales are
expertly handled by individual dealers and processors. Our goal, on the other
hand, is to get people interested in eating the product. We persuade influential
chefs and individuals in food media to get the message about Maine lobster out
to consumers. And while that sounds simple enough, the devil is in the details.
Consumers in 2018 are a demanding bunch. Think of your own experience – for
so many of us our phones are an integral part of our lives. We get our information and entertainment there. Anyone trying to reach consumers needs to be
able to reach them via a smart phone. But more than that, consumers want to
be reached in individual and targeted ways. Not too long ago a marketing campaign could include advertisements in the newspaper and a few magazines
and do just fine. Today, consumers are craving more in terms of the products
and stories they consider. The current challenge of marketing is to deliver the
right message to the right people at the right time. No longer are we “selling”
something to consumers — we’ve become storytellers, teaching them about
why our product is different and why that matters. In 2018 brands have to build
credibility and authenticity, and Maine lobster is no different.
As consumer preferences evolve in terms of how they want to be communicated to, what channels they use, and what experiences they respond to, the
Collaborative’s branding and marketing efforts must respond to these changes.
Our story, messaging and goals remain the same, but our tactics will evolve so
that we can continue to meet the needs of our target audiences and achieve our
desired results.
For the last few years the core of the Collaborative’s activities has centered on
our “Maine After Midnight” events in key culinary cities across the US. These
events were wildly successful and drove exactly the kind of attention we hoped
they would: more than 3.2 million Americans had an opportunity to read or
hear about Maine lobster as a result of these events.

This year we have recognized a couple of
trends, matched them to our needs, and
have changed up the way we are reaching
our audiences. A major trend in consumer preference is the use of storytelling
content and video to engage consumers.
More than that, consumers are demanding an experience — they want to be part
of something exciting. With that knowledge, we need to evolve our tactics so
that we reach the right consumers with
the right messaging, at the right time, on
the right channel.
With content and specifically video, we
Matt Jacobson is the executive
are able to reach a wide variety of condirector of the Maine Lobster
sumers in an efficient and cost-effective
Marketing Collaborative.
way that brings our story directly to their
phones and devices for consumption. For
our summer campaign, the MLMC will be focused on content, with a series of
videos featuring chefs and lobstermen, a live broadcast in New York City and
how-to videos that showcase the different culinary uses for processed product. The summer will kick-off with a chef and lobstermen video series featuring rock-star culinary influencers, including Dana Cowin, former editor and
chief of Food and Wine magazine, and Kwame Onuwachi, former contestant
on Bravo’s Top Chef and the Executive Chef at Kitch & Kin in Washington D.C.
The chefs will team up with lobstermen including Bruce Fernald, Krista Tripp,
Cyrus Sleeper and Chris Welch, to experience the industry first hand – from a
day on the boat to cooking lobster dinners in the lobstermen’s own homes.
One July 16th, we will bring together all of the chefs and lobstermen from the
video series for a live broadcast and event in New York City. The live broadcast
will share our chefs’ and lobstermen’s experiences in Maine, the culinary versatility of Maine lobster, and the undeniable passion that chefs have for sustainably harvested products like our own. The event will be followed by a “Maine
After Midnight” style event attended by other top chefs, media and influencers.

Smithwick & Mariners
Insurance Agency
We are a full-service independent insurance
insurance
agency providing personal, commercial,
commercial,
business & marine insurance.
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Tagging continued from page 1

much to attach a tag to. Any tag must somehow stick to the animal’s wet skin.
rising above the surface of the ocean. Attaching a LIMPET tag means using
an air rifle to shoot the small tag into the whale’s thin layer of surface blubber,
preferably on the shoulder, which doesn’t move as much as other parts of the
body.
The project began in January 2015, when the researchers were able to attach
tags on just three right whales. In December they tried again, this time managing to tag four whales in total before ending the tagging component of the
project in January 2016.
Tagging a moving whale is not a simple matter. Whales generally do not spend
a lot of time at the surface of the ocean. A whale must be seen, which requires
observers on boats and in airplanes. Second, a vessel must be ready to immediately head to the last known location of the whale. Then the weather, time
of day and condition of the seas factor into the probability of tagging success.
It took researchers following one right whale off South Carolina more than an
hour before they could get in place to successfully shoot the LIMPET into the
whale. More than two hours elapsed before the researchers were able to tag
another right whale off St. Augustine, Florida.
Although large, right whales can move fast when they want to. They are social
animals and will bump against each other in groups of juveniles or when males
contest with other males in search of a mate. They may rub and roll on the seafloor to remove parasites. So even attached with barbed anchors, the LIMPET
tags did not stay on the right whales for very long.
The four whales tagged in January 2016 kept their tags on for 0.1, 1.2, 3.5 and
5.5 days. The two of the whales tagged earlier in 2015 retained their tags longer,
15 and 50 days respectively. Their movements while tagged, however, showed
that the whales either remained in the southern calving grounds off Georgia
and South Carolina or moved northward along the coast. One juvenile whale,
whose tag lasted 50 days, moved from cape to cape along the East Coast and
along the southern side of Long Island before its tag stopped broadcasting
in the waters south of Nantucket. Though not extensive, scientists hope that
the satellite data can give a better picture of where the whales travel and how
quickly along the mid-Atlantic region, where they are particularly hard to spot.
Another method of tracking right whale movements involves underwater
eavesdropping. Scientists have set up an array of underwater acoustic moni-

tors along the East Coast to listen for the characteristic sounds made by different species of whales. Called passive acoustic monitoring, these underwater
buoys now operate from Florida to the Canadian provinces.
Last year the results of a large-scale study of the movements of North Atlantic
right whales during the past ten years were published. The study, “Long-term
passive acoustic recordings track the changing distribution of North Atlantic
right whales from 2004 to 2014,” was coordinated by NOAA. It drew on the data
from hundreds of acoustic-based underwater monitoring devices to show that
right whales have changed their migration habits in recent years.
Data were collected from 324 recording devices operated by 19 different organizations in the U.S. and Canada along the East Coast. Five types of bottommounted passive acoustic recorders were deployed during the study period,
each able to listen to calls from multiple whale species at one time.
Analysis of the data revealed North Atlantic right whales have increased time
spent in the Mid-Atlantic region since 2010 and decreased their presence in the
northern Gulf of Maine. They were also less likely to be found in the waters off
Cape Hatteras, North Carolina in summer and fall, and are widely distributed
across most East Coast regions throughout the winter months. They seem to be
visiting the Bay of Fundy less frequently than they used to and linger along the
East Coast year-round rather than just passing through on their annual northern and southern migrations. Many more right whales are gathering in the late
winter and early spring in Cape Cod Bay.
The acoustic monitors detected right whales from Jacksonville, Florida to
Nova Scotia from late October through early April. The only exception was
on the Scotian Shelf, where no whales were detected from December through
February. Right whales were also heard near Iceland and Greenland from July
through October. Individual right whales made journeys to European waters,
including a 131-day round trip from U.S. waters to an old whaling ground off
northern Norway.
Passive acoustic monitoring is a relatively inexpensive, long-term monitoring
tool that gives researchers a better understanding of distribution shifts in populations occurring from year to year. In addition, acoustic monitoring systems
can send out a signal when right whales are detected in an area, alerting mariners and fishermen about the approximate location of the whales.

WHALE NEWS
RIGHT WHALES VISIT MAINE COAST
Two North Atlantic right whales were seen briefly off the southern Maine coast
in mid-May. People at Wells Beach and Long Sands Beach in York reported seeing a right whale swimming along the surface. The New England Aquarium identified one whale as No. 1409, an adult male born in 1984; the other is thought to
be a juvenile whale. Right whale No. 1409 had been spotted in March feeding in
Cape Cod Bay near Provincetown, Massachusetts. He had turned up in southern Maine before, and is a regular off Jeffreys Ledge.

primary buoys, and gear marking. Four colors have been assigned among the
seven snow crab fishing areas — orange, yellow, blue and green. Buoy lines must
be marked to contrast rope using colored twine or tap with a 6” mark every 15

SENATORS CALL FOR GREATER CANADIAN PROTECTIONS
A group of New England senators is calling on the U.S. government to speed
up an analysis of Canada’s efforts to protect the endangered North American
right whale, and to consider trade action if Canada’s rules do not prove as
strong as in the U.S. The senators say U.S. fishermen have made big sacrifices
to reduce impacts on the whales. Now they’re calling on the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to investigate whether fishermen in
Canada are being held to similar standards. If not, they say, then NOAA should
consider barring the import of Canadian seafood from the relevant fisheries. The
letter to NOAA was co-signed by senators from Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Connecticut, New York and New Jersey.
CANADIAN RIGHT WHALE PROTECTIONS IN PLACE
Canada’s DFO has implemented whale protection measures in the Gulf of St
Lawrence snow crab and lobster fisheries but not for other snow crab or lobster
fishing areas in Canada.
The Gulf of St. Lawrence snow crab protection measures affect areas 12, 12E,
12F, 18, 25, 26, and 19. The quota has been reduced by 44% to 24,613 metric tons
in 2018. The vessels with the largest quota allocations will reduce traps from 174
to 150; harvesters with smaller quota allocations will remain at 75 traps. The
season was scheduled to start early, though ice delayed the start; the season will
end two weeks earlier, by June 30. Snow crab vessels are required to use VMS,
report lost gear, whale sightings and any interactions with whales. Gear modifications for the fleet include no floating line at the surface, maximum of 2 fathoms of rope connecting the primary to secondary buoy, sequentially numbering

fathoms. Speed restrictions for vessels larger than 20 meters remain in place
and there is a mandatory slow down to 10 knots in areas where right whales are
spotted. Enforcement will take place through dockside inspections.
DFO has also implemented some measures for the Gulf of St Lawrence lobster
fisheries, including LFAs 23, 24, 26A and 26B (season April 30 to June 30), LFAs
26A-1 and 26B (season May 7 to July 7) and LFA 25 (season August 9 to October
10). Trap limits for these lobster fisheries range from 250-300 traps. Gear modifications to protect right whales include no floating line at the surface, no floating groundline at the surface, maximum of 2 fathoms of rope connecting the
primary to secondary buoy, and reporting requirements including reporting of
all lost gear, marine mammal sightings and interactions.
Both the Gulf of St. Lawrence snow crab and lobster fisheries are subject to both
a static closure effective April 28 where 90% of right whales were observed during the summer of 2017 (yellow box above) and dynamic closure if surveillance
flights spot a right whale in a foraging area (orange areas above).
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Carver continued from page 1

Carver has been lobstering full-time since graduating from Beals Island High
School in 1973, where he was a star basketball player. The sturdy 63-year-old
learned to fish from his father, a founding member of the Maine Lobstermen’s
Association. He’s done nearly every form of commercial fishing found in the
state, from groundfishing to scalloping to lobstering. Carver remembers the
days when the lobster he hauled brought just $1.37 per pound at the dock. In
those days Beals Island fishermen could shift among different fisheries, including herring, clams, and sandworms, to make their modest living on the island.
Carver continued to go gillnetting up until the early 1990s. He saw whales while
fishing offshore — minke, sei, and the other species that traverse the Gulf of
Maine. But he doesn’t see them any longer. “I very, very seldom see any whales
now. They were more active in the 1970s and 1980s and came closer to home
than now,” Carver said. “The whale feed is gone.” Baleen whales, such as right
whales, strain microscopic organisms, such as tiny copepods, from seawater
for their diet. The large animals need a lot of copepods to keep themselves fit
and healthy.

determine where gear came from if it is found on a whale.
Lobstermen critique rope the way a sculptor evaluates marble or a cabinetmaker looks at wood. “Sink rope is not as smooth as [the older] rope was. It’s
because of how it’s made,” Carver explained. In Downeast Maine, the tides run
high and hard. The bottom is a rugged terrain, composed of boulders, escarpments and jagged ledges. Carver typically sets his traps not as trawls, but as
doubles or triples, the two or three traps connected by tailer warps. Whale
regulations no longer allow him to set his gear as singles in nearshore waters.
As he moves offshore, his gear must be set with at least 5 traps per buoyline to
comply with whale regulations. “On an ebb tide I will haul and let the buoys
and rope trail over. On a flood tide, the boat will fill up with rope. And that rope
doesn’t slide as well by itself. [The sink rope] will grab itself,” Carver said.
A boat full of chafing and kinking rope is an unsafe place in which to work. “It
bunches and grabs and won’t ride by things smoothly. If you’re setting and a
piece of rope grabs and the sternman is lifting the trap to go over, well, you’ve
got to deal with that fast,” Carver said.
In addition, the sinking rope snags not only itself but traps, boulders, and whatever else it comes across underwater. That’s a lot of weight a lobsterman might
be startled to find snarled in his hauler. “It’s less safe than the poly rope. Any
fisherman will tell you that,” Carver continued.

Lobstermen like
Carver have
spent a lot of
money and time
switching to
sinking groundline. MLA photo.

Despite the fact that Carver and his fellow lobstermen do not see the whales
that they did in decades past, they fish as though the marine mammals are ever-present. Since 1997, New England lobstermen have used a suite of measures
to make their lobster gear safer for whales. Measures such as using groundline
that sinks to the bottom rather than floating between traps, and adding more
traps to each buoy line have resulted in the removal of nearly 30,000 miles of
rope from the Gulf of Maine. Other measures such as weak links below the buoy
are to help whales break free of the gear if encountered, and gear marking to

The sinking rope also wears out more quickly as it moves back and forth across
rocks, grit and gravel on the seafloor between the traps. Carver thinks that the
rope’s lack of a hard casing, as poly rope has, causes the rope’s fibers to fray
more quickly. “A decent grade poly rope gets three times the life of sink rope,”
he said. “Chafing is a big problem. The rope between the first and second trap
wears quickly and then you can lose the rest of the traps.”
Carver doesn’t set his traps as far offshore as he used to, preferring to stay ten
miles or so off the coast. If he did, he would have to reconfigure his gear to have
at least 15 traps on each trawl. But in his area the younger lobstermen have
adapted to the whale regulations and many are heading offshore, some yearround. “Fishing is changing in that respect,” he said. “They are in deep water
using all whale rope on the bottom. The expense [of buying and replacing rope]
is a big difference.”
Carver became one of Maine’s representatives on the Take Reduction Team,
a consortium of private and public organizations and agencies, several years
ago. “I think it was Patrice [McCarron, MLA executive director] who asked me.
Continued on page 20
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NEW THREE-YEAR RESEARCH PROJECT ON VERTICAL LINES
BEGINS IN JULY
by Melissa Waterman
In May, the Department of Marine Resources (DMR) was awarded a threeyear, $714,000 grant by the National Marine Fisheries Service Section 6 Species
Recovery Grant program to assess the use of vertical lines
in fixed gear fisheries in the Gulf of Maine. The objective
is to analyze existing vertical lines in different parts of
the Gulf of Maine to inform management decisions to
strengthen protections for right whales in the region.
The project will document the types and rigging of vertical lines currently in use in various regions of the Gulf
as well as the functional breaking strength of actively
fished vertical lines. The study includes lobstermen in
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and Connecticut.
Erin Summers, a marine resource specialist at DMR, is
project manager. Patrice McCarron, executive director of
the Maine Lobstermen’s Association, Forrest Bell, principal scientist at FB Environmental Associate in Portland,
and Yong Chen, fisheries scientist at the University of
Maine, are co-partners in the project.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) will be conducting a similar, paper survey in the fall. However, the purpose of DMR’s survey is
to gather needed data before the Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Team
(TRT) meets in October to discuss potential additional regulations to protect
the endangered right whale.
Researchers have proposed that lobstermen be required
to fish endlines comprised of rope that breaks at 1700
pounds when new. However, lobstermen do not fish a
single piece of new rope, rather they join multiple pieces
of rope together, using splices, knots and other methods,
and fish that rope for five or more years. Splices are known
to decrease the strength of rope by 25% and knots reduce
the strength of the rope even more. Understanding the
functional breaking strength of existing rope will provide
an important baseline understanding of currently fished
rope and where weak points are located. “We want to
know the real breaking strength of used rope, not just the
breaking strength when it is new,” explained Summers.
The project will collect the full length of vertical line from
trap to buoy.

Beginning in July, lobstermen will have the opportunity to
have a load cell device installed on their boat. The load
cell will measure the pounds of pressure or the hauling
load experienced by the endline as it is pulled from the
bottom
by the hauler. “This will allow us to get data on the
The goal of the three-year project is
pounds of pressure applied to the vertical line in varying
to gain a better understanding of
conditions and different gear characteristics,” Summers
how vertical lines behave in different
explained. A South Thomaston lobsterman has piloted the
The first step is to ask lobstermen about their vertical
parts of the coast. MLA photo.
use of a load cell on his vessel in this spring. The machine
lines. If managers propose changes in how lobstermen
recorded the loads experienced on his endlines over the
fish vertical lines, it is important to understand what is
course of a week during the hauling of 140 16-trap trawls. The preliminary data
currently in use by the industry and why. To do this, an online survey tool is
suggest that his vertical line experienced more than 2,000 pounds of pressure
being developed to make it easy for lobstermen to provide information on the
when his traps were overset by other trawls.
surface systems and the type of rope and rigging used in their vertical lines.
The survey will include questions about the type and diameter of ropes used,
“It is important that we understand the range of loads experienced by endlines
use of knots and splices, percent of sink to float rope, surface system configurathroughout the Gulf of Maine. There are many variables that will impact the retion, anchors used and weight of traps, and general area and depth fished. The
sults such as weather, tides, set-overs, hang downs and the size of the vessel.
“The project’s primary goals are to document what types
of rope fishermen use in their vertical lines and how
those lines are rigged, determine the functional breaking strength of existing vertical lines, and document the
hauling loads fishermen experience by installing load
cells aboard fishing vessels,” Summers said.

Smaller vessels are generally able to absorb some of the shock load while larger
vessels absorb less causing the vertical lines to experience more strain,” Summers
explained. “Documenting these factors will determine how strong vertical lines
need to be to conduct the fishery safely under a variety of conditions.”
Finally, Yong Chen at the University of Maine will create a computer model
that describes the relationship between the breaking strength of vertical lines,
strain experienced by the vertical lines under a variety of conditions and environmental factors such as location and time of year. “The aim of the model
is to determine the need, impact, and conservation benefits of management
actions targeting vertical lines based on different variables,” Summers said. “It
will yield vital information on the effectiveness of any proposed regulations.”

Your quality trap supplies at a great price!
Nettings, ropes, bait bags, gears, &
accessories.

The push is on to gather data on vertical lines before the TRT meeting in
October. At that meeting, the Team’s subcommittees — one studying the feasibility of ropeless fishing and the other the utility of whale release rope and gear
marking — will present their findings.
“DMR’s project will help ensure that we have a grasp on what our lobstermen
are fishing and why, to allow managers to assess both the pro’s and con’s of
any proposed changes.
Fishing practices generally
evolve out of necessity and
this project will help managers understand why lobstermen require stronger
ropes in certain segments
of the fishery. We are not
interested in implementing
any measures that threaten
fishermen’s safety, will lead
to massive gear loss or do
not provide adequate protection for whales,” said the
MLA’s McCarron.

Check our dealer near you
check with us at

WWW.LEEFISHERFISHING.COM
(800) 356-5464

Many factors influence the pressure
exerted on vertical line as it comes through
the hauler, including weather, sea state,
and conflict with other gear.
A. Philbrook photo.
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GUEST COLUMN: Working waterfronts are more than just a space
By Monique Coombs

There’s an old Brazilian tale that goes something like this: A fisherman and a
businessman are talking in a small village. The businessman asks the fisherman about his day and the fisherman says in the morning he goes fishing, in
the afternoon he spends time with his children, and in the evening, he eats
supper with his wife and then joins his friends for a drink. The businessman
tells the fisherman that he has a Ph.D. in business and that the fisherman
should fish longer days so he can buy a bigger boat. The fisherman asks him
why and the businessman tells him that if the fisherman buys a bigger boat he
can catch more fish and make more money. And if he makes more money he
can buy even more boats and start a canned seafood business and sell stocks
and make even more money. And again, the fisherman asks why. The businessman tells him so one day he can retire and spend time with his wife and kids
and go for drinks with his buddies, to which the fisherman replies, “But isn’t
that what I’m doing now?”
As the story implies, the value of time spent with family and community is immeasurable, and it is a value that many in Maine strive to experience every day,
not just something to look forward to.
Working waterfronts are more than just how the space is used. They represent
character, personality, and a sense of home for fishermen and their families. To
diminish the working waterfront is to diminish the character that is Maine and
to take away what makes fishing communities unique and wonderful. For those
living in a fishing community and who often have lived there for generations,
the value of the working waterfront is simply felt and understood. Whether it’s
knowing that there is access to the water to make a living, that news is shared at
the coffee shop in the early morning, or that the roads may smell a bit like bait,
especially in the summer, the character of a working waterfront is unmistakable.
There’s a new but familiar conflict that’s becoming more common in fishing
communities, and that is the threat to or loss of working waterfronts. Whether
it’s a hotel development on a wharf on Commercial Street, summer residents
threatening clam harvesters accessing in the intertidal zone in Harpswell, or
unwanted undersea electrical cables in Port Clyde, many of Maine’s fishing
communities are worried about the future of not just the Maine coast, but the
way of life on the coast.
Loss of working waterfront and access to the sea are not the only threats facing

OPERA HOUSE ARTS at the
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FILM. LIVE THEATRE. CONCERTS. DANCE.

Maine’s commercial fishermen — climate
change, sea-level rise, right whales, quota
reductions, imported seafood, offshore
wind turbines and oil drilling, conservation
zones, regulation changes, gear changes,
fuel costs, bait costs, and declining populations of species are all real and current worries. So, when a hotel is proposed on a wharf
or a summer resident peppers his property
with ‘No Trespassing’ signs, it’s not just the
access that is being lost, it’s another chink
in the armor which makes a harvester even
more vulnerable and a fishing community
closer to losing its quality of life.

Monique Coombs lives on Orr’s
Island with her husband, a lobsterman. She is the Director of
Marine Programs for the Maine
Coast Fishermen’s Association.

A hotel proposal on Fisherman’s Wharf
in Portland is the current concern on the
working waterfront in southern Maine.
Although Portland is homeport to only
a portion of Maine’s fishermen, the project has fishermen all along the coast
worried. Portland is a bellwether city, and what happens in Portland tends to
impact the rest of the state. If Portland fishermen continue to lose access to
wharfs on Commercial Street, whether to berth their boat, unload, or store
their gear, what will that mean for other fishing communities which are also
highly attractive to visitors and retirees?
It’s not just fishermen that are impacted by the loss of access to working waterfronts. Local businesses that sell marine supplies, truck dealers, restaurants,
general stores, grocery stores, boatyards, even local ice cream shops in coastal
communities all benefit from fishermen spending cash to purchase products.
When times are lean for fishermen, other businesses will feel that pinch as well.
As the Brazilian story shows, there is no quantitative metric for happiness. But
if the Maine coast continues down a path of development without planning or
concern for the way of life and the livelihood of fishermen, without asking the
critical question “Why?”, there will be no return to the way life should be. We
will be left with harbors without boats, general stores without gossiping fishermen, and local bars without cribbage. If that happens, why will people want to
visit? For the hotels that block the view?
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Maine Lobstermen’s
Association

STEAMING AHEAD

•••

Advocating for a
sustainable lobster resource
and the fishermen and
communities that depend
on it since 1954.
President: Kristan Porter
Cutler, 259-3306
1st VP: John Williams
Stonington, 367-2731
2nd VP: Dustin Delano
Friendship, 542-7241
Sec/Treasurer: Donald Young
Cushing, 354-6404
Directors
Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596-0177
Sonny Beal, Beals Island, 497-3440
Herman Coombs, Orr’s Island, 807-8596
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372-6429
Jim Dow, Bass Harbor, 288-9846
Jamien Hallowell, S. Bristol, 677-0148
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255-3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633-6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526-4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244-4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372-6941
Mike Sargent, Steuben, 460-1316
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846-9279
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 829-2109
John Tripp, Spruce Head, 691-9744
Chris Welch, Kennebunk, 205-2093

Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Membership Director

Andi Pelletier
andi@mainelobstermen.org

Health Insurance Navigator
Bridget Thornton
bridget@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
2 Storer St., Suite 203
Kennebunk, ME 04043
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org

Board of Directors’
meeting schedule
All meetings take place in
Belfast, unless otherwise
indicated.
June 13, 5 p.m.
July 11, 5 p.m.
at the Nautilus Restaurant

Out of the frying pan into the fire…. We can now add a
pending bait crisis to the list of major issues facing the
Maine lobster industry.
The MLA has been hard at work informing lobstermen
about the possibility of new whale rules, which will be
discussed at the Take Reduction Team (TRT) meeting in
October. To date, the MLA has convened eight meetings
along the coast to update a diverse group of industry leaders about the status of right whales and the pressure facing
our industry to implement
additional whale protection
measures. These meetings
have served to begin discussions about the state’s strategy at the fall TRT meeting.
The MLA is also working
to gain intervener status in
the pending court case filed
by several environmental
groups against NMFS seeking stronger whale protection measures focused on the
lobster industry. Ropeless
fishing and the use of weak rope are two suggestions being pushed hard by many in the research and conservation
communities. The potential for additional whale regulations is certainly one of the most significant issues ever
to face Maine lobstermen and it has galvanized the MLA
board of directors as well as the Department of Marine
Resources.
So as the MLA works tirelessly to ensure that Maine’s lobster industry remains intact after this fall, we received
devastating (though still preliminary) news that the herring fishery is likely to face drastic cuts in quota beginning in 2019. The news comes as the New England Fishery
Management Council (NEFMC) is holding public hearings
on Amendment 8 to the herring fishery management plan,
which seeks to change how the commercial quota is set.
Amendment 8 could ultimately result in even steeper
reductions in herring quota
to account for herring’s role
as a prey fish in the marine
ecosystem. Amendment 8
also considers options on
where the midwater fleet will
be allowed to fish in the future.

be official in August. To exacerbate this dire situation, if
the Council supports any of the control rule alternatives in
Amendment 8 to explicitly account for herring’s role in the
ecosystem, the quota will be further slashed. Amendment
8 is due to be voted on in September.
As lobstermen well know, the bait market has been very
volatile in recent years with the supply of herring becoming less and less predictable. Herring landings have fallen
from over 100,000 metric tons in 2003 to a previous low of
65,000 metric tons in 2010.
The catch rebounded in the
intervening years to 97,000
in
metric tons in 2013 but then
m
ffell steadily to a historic low
of less than 50,000 metric
o
ttons in 2017. The majority of
tthe 2017 catch was landed
ffrom Area 1A (27,000 metrric tons). The Area 3 quota
has not been caught in
h
tthe last few years. Herring
fishermen report that haddock catch caps are largely
d
to blame since warmer waters are sending herring to the
bottom where they mix with haddock. This makes it impossible for the fleet to catch herring without exceeding
haddock bycatch caps, which results in the herring fishery
being shut down.
Herring prices have been even more volatile than catch.
According to the MLA weekly price reports, bait prices
have nearly doubled (82% increase) during the ten-year period from 2007 to 2017, from $22 to $40 per bushel. During
this same period herring landings fell by 36%. If the recent
modelling runs are accurate and the herring quota is cut to
30,000 metric tons or less, the resulting 40% decrease in herring landings will have a devastating impact on bait prices.
This situation has caught the attention of managers. The
NEFMC plans to discuss options to lessen the bite of potentially lower herring catch
limits in 2019 during its May
Herring Committee meeting and June Council meeting. The NEFMC June meeting is scheduled for June 12
through 14 at the Holiday Inn
by the Bay in Portland, ME.
Herring discussions will take
place on June 12, with a public hearing on Amendment 8
at 4 p.m.

In early May, the Northeast
Fisheries Science Center
convened a Northeast Stock
Fortunately, the menhaden
Assessment Workshop for
fishery remains strong and
Atlantic herring. Over the
alewife numbers are increascourse of three days, the
Lobstermen have good reason to be concerned
ing. And many lobstermen
group conducted modelling
about herring supplies in upcoming seasons.
are using hard baits and alwork as part of a benchmark
MLA photo.
ternative baits such as hide.
assessment of the herring
But it is difficult to conceive
resource. The model runs
how the lobster fishery will
indicate that there are likely to be significant cuts to the cope with such a drastic cut to our most important bait —
herring quota from an Annual Catch Limit (ACL) of over fresh and frozen herring. If herring becomes even scarcer
100,000 metric tons in 2018 down to 30,000 metric tons or than it is now that pent up demand will cascade throughless in 2019. The stock has gone from a historic high, which out the bait market making pogies, hard baits and anything
was driven by a few very strong year classes of fish, to a else in the coolers scarce as well. It is time for lobstermen
stock decline, due to the more recent spate of poor year to start thinking about how to fish as efficiently as possible.
classes of herring. The possible quota cuts are a result of
too few young herring coming into the stock and are not The MLA will continue to monitor this situation closely,
the result of overfishing. Since the herring assessment is but it seems certain that the lobster industry will continue
to face rough seas ahead.
not yet complete, these findings are preliminary.
The preliminary herring assessment and modelling output As always, stay safe on the water.
findings will undergo both an independent peer review
and a review by the Science and Statistical Committee.
The final results of the herring stock assessment — and ultimately the 2019 herring quota recommendation — will
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA DIRECTORS MEETING SUMMARY
The MLA Board met on May 9 in Belfast. Mary Beth Tooley from the O’Hara
Corporation discussed proposed changes under consideration by the New
England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) to the Herring Management
Plan through Amendment 8. NEFMC will hold public hearings in May and June;
written comments are due June 25. It will vote on the amendment in September.
Amendment 8 has two components: 1) establishing a long-term acceptable biological catch (ABC) control rule which will be used to set annual catch limits
and 2) establishing alternatives to address potential localized depletion and
user conflicts. The latter largely concerns where the midwater trawl fleet will
be allowed to fish. Amendment 8 has the potential to significantly impact the
herring fishery and the bait market. MLA will attend the public hearings in May
and submit comments in June.
The MLA Board expressed concern over the tight supply and high price of herring; a reduction in commercial quota would exacerbate this and create hardship for the lobster industry. Several directors expressed frustration over loss
of traps and gear due to midwater boats. Tooley noted that the midwater fleet
lands 65%-70% of all herring. There is a definite need to find a better way for
herring boats and lobstermen to coexist since it is difficult to manage fixed and
mobile gear in the same area. Due to mandated days out of the fishery, it has
been harder for the herring boats to know where the herring will be.
Tooley informed the Board that the Atlantic Herring Model Working Group
met in early May to complete modeling work as part of the herring benchmark
stock assessment. The results will be used as the basis for setting future herring
specifications to determine the commercial herring quota. The model runs indicate that there may be significant cuts to the herring quota, including cutting the quota by more than half, beginning in 2019. The model results are due
to survey indices being down and not overfishing. The work is still in process
and will undergo both independent peer review and review by the Science and
Statistical Committee. The results of the herring stock assessment will available this summer. The herring fleet landed only 49,500 metric tons in 2017, less
than half the available quota of 103,000 metric tons. Area 3 quota has not been
caught in the last few years largely due to warmer waters sending herring to
the bottom where they mix with haddock. Due to the catch cap on haddock,
herring vessels are not able to catch these fish and thus can’t catch the herring.
The MLA discussed the growing pressure to develop ocean energy in the Gulf
of Maine and other areas. The MLA will craft a position on ocean energy to be
voted on at the June meeting.
Patrice updated the board on the MLA’s meetings during May to discuss the
whale issue with lobstermen in each zone. The MLA invited a diverse group of
lobstermen from each zone by reaching out to members of other associations
and zone council members. The goal is to update lobstermen on all the latest
information on right whales and begin discussions before the Take Reduction
Team meets in October.
The Board reviewed updates provided by the Department of Marine Resources
(DMR). By June 1, 2018 tags must be on traps, but lobstermen are required to
keep 2017 tags on traps prior to that date. DMR has learned that the wholesale
price of lobster trap tags is rising from 4 cents to 12 cents creating a budget
shortfall of over $300,000 in the Lobster Management Fund, which pays the salaries of DMR lobster staff and some Marine Patrol Officers. DMR has pledged
not to increase tag fees this year but will have to recoup its costs on second
zone tags (which cost 10 cents). There were two vendors that bid on the job and
both had substantial increases in cost. Marine Patrol will have V-notching posters this summer to help educate lobstermen on legal versus illegal V-notches
and ensure a fair enforcement standard among officers. The MLA Directors will
meet on June 13 at 5pm at the Nautilus Restaurant in Belfast.
LIFE JACKETS FOR LOBSTERMEN
Staff from the Northeast Center Life Jacket/PFD project held focus groups with
lobstermen at the MLA offices in mid-May. Several lobstermen graciously donated their time to review the progress of the lifejacket project to date and provide input on strategies to promote wearing lifejackets aboard lobster vessels.
HERRING
The Atlantic herring fishery season will open on June 3 at 6 p.m. for Maine and
June 4 at 12:01 a.m. for New Hampshire and Massachusetts, with four consecutive landing days per week. There will be a 480,000 pounds (12 trucks) weekly
landing limit per vessel of which 80,000 pounds (two trucks) can be transferred.
Those vessels with category C and D permits that use small mesh bottom trawl
may land seven consecutive days/week. The small mesh bottom trawl sector
accounts for only 2% of herring landings. Catcher vessels may transfer to other
catcher vessels to avoid dumping or wasting fish.

Atlantic Herring Landings
For Data through May 25, 2018
Area

Cumulative

Total Annual

Catch YTD

Quota

0

31,962

1A*

% of Quota

2017 landings as
of 5/24

0

0

1B

0.7

3,649

0

527

2

6,582

31,137

21%

3,313

3

1,114

43,853

2.5%

5,910

Total

7,697

100,969*

7.6%

9,751

*Quota June 1 thru Sept 30 = 21,910; Oct 1 thru Dec 31 -= 8,192

Significant Changes to Herring Management — Herring Amendment 8
The NEFMC is proposing significant changes through Amendment 8 to how the
Atlantic herring fishery is managed. The first section of Amendment 8 will determine how much herring will be available to the commercial fishery. It will establish a long-term acceptable biological catch (ABC) control rule which will be
used to set annual catch limits. The control rule may explicitly account for herring’s role in the ecosystem and address the biological and ecological requirements of the stock. Several of the ten alternatives proposed would result in significant reductions in the amount of herring available for commercial harvest.
The second section of Amendment 8 deals with user conflicts and concerns
over the potential for localized herring depletion. In practical terms, this section will determine where and when the midwater trawl fleet can fish. There
are nine alternatives which include several spatial and seasonal sub-options
designed to help minimize biological and socioeconomic impacts. Alternatives
include banning midwater trawls from Herring Area 1A year-round, pushing
the midwater fleet further offshore, and banning them from fishing areas off
the east of Cape Cod, among others.
NEFMC has scheduled a series of public hearings on Amendment 8. The public
hearings in Maine will be May 24 at 6 p.m. at the Samoset Resort in Rockport and
June 12, after NEFMC meeting, at 4 p.m. at the Holiday Inn by the Bay in Portland.
There is also a webinar on June 20 at 2 p.m. Registration is required to participate; visit https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/6985865165132506115.
Following the public hearings, the Council’s Herring Committee, Herring Plan
Development Team, and Herring Advisory Panel will review comments during
the summer and develop recommendations for the full Council to consider. The
Council is expected to take final action on Amendment 8 during its September
25-27 meeting in Plymouth, MA.
LOBSTER ZONE COUNCIL MEETINGS
The DMR held six zone council meetings during late April and early May except
for Zone A. At each meeting, DMR staff person Sarah Cotnoir provided an update on the status of right whales and possible new whale protection measures
affecting Maine’s lobster industry. The Take Reduction Team will meet this fall
to commence its discussions. Kathleen Reardon, Maine’s chief lobster scientist,
presented an update on the lobster population including the 2017 landings and
results of the 2017 lobster surveys.
At each meeting either Zone F lobsterman Cory Hawkes or former Marine
Patrol Colonel Joe Fessenden solicited feedback on a proposal to create an offshore lobster zone. They presented this concept to the LAC in December 2017,
which urged them to to discuss it with each lobster zone council. Under this
proposal, a lobsterman could “opt in” to an offshore zone which starts at 12
miles. If a lobsterman declared into the offshore zone he or she
• would be prohibited from fishing within the 3-mile limit
• would be allowed to fish under zone rules from 3 to 12 miles
• would be allowed to fish outside of 12 miles across all seven zones without
spatial limitation.
• must have a VMS at their own cost.
Lobstermen who do not opt into the offshore zone would continue under status quo rules.
DMR also provided several updates on new state menhaden rules, Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries commission (ASMFC) lobster harvester reporting requirements, and Marine Patrol updates. Marine Patrol reminded lobstermen that 2018
trap tags are not valid until June 1, and 2017 tags must remain in traps until then.
Finally, Zone B discussed the results of its recent survey which posed the question, “Do you support implementing a 5-trap trawl maximum in Zone B from
the six-mile line to the 25675 line?” When asked if this would conflict with
whale rules, Cotnoir said that this proposal would not violate the current fivetraps-per-trawl minimum required under the whale rules. If approved, the
change effectively would establish a 5-trap trawl requirement in this area. The
Continued on page 10
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA continued from page 9

survey revealed that 72% of respondents support a 5-trap trawl maximum in
the proposed area with 28% opposed, based on 149 responses. DMR looked at
responses by federal permit holders only and reported that the level of support
was even higher among this subset of respondents. A few lobstermen spoke
against this proposal at the Zone B meeting and urged the Council to look at
the former Hancock County trawl limit line rather than the 675 line as the area
to require 5 trap maximum. The Zone Council voted unanimously in support of
the proposal as written, citing the overwhelming support documented by the
survey. The issue would proceed through the state’s rulemaking process with a
public hearing to be held in late May.
ASMFC MAY MEETING
American Lobster Management Board
The board met on May 2 to analyze Lobster Conservation Management Team
(LCMT) proposals to reduce latent effort, reviewed a report from the Law
Enforcement Committee (LEC) regarding the enforceability of ropeless fishing
in the lobster fishery, and heard a staff update on Draft Addendum XXVII.
First, the Board reviewed proposals submitted by LCMTs 4, 5, and 6 intended to
reduce latent effort in the fishery. This discussion was in response to a Southern
New England (SNE) workgroup memo which considered future management
of the SNE stock following the Board’s decision not to move forward with
Addendum 25. The proposals submitted by LCMTs 4, 5, and 6 considered a variety of response and included varying definitions of latent vs. active effort. Given
the on-going 2020 Stock Assessment, continuing work on Draft Addendum 27,
and on-going discussions regarding the status of the right whale, the Board
decided to take no action on the LCMT proposals at this time.
Next, an LEC representative reviewed the Committee’s discussion regarding the
enforceability of ropeless lobster fishing. Overall, the LEC expressed significant
concerns about its enforceability. Specific concerns included the inability to
enforce current lobster regulations (i.e. vent sizes, trap allocations), additional
costs and time associated with inspecting gear, the secure storage of location
information, limitations on the ability to conduct covert operations, and the
fact that all vessels, including mobile gear, would need to acquire an acoustic
modem to determine where their gear is located. Finally, staff provided an update regarding the development of Draft Addendum XXVII, which was initiated
to increase the resiliency of the Gulf of Maine/Georges Bank (GOM/GBK) stock.
Law Enforcement Committee
The LEC discussed at its May 1 meeting the strong possibility that the 2019
NOAA budget may include a significant or complete cut in funding for the
Cooperative Enforcement Program. This program provides funding to the states
for activities in aid of federal law enforcement and has been in place for 18 years.
The number of NOAA officers and agents is very small relative to the number of
state officers and the program has allowed state agencies to purchase and operate vessels and equipment essential to marine fisheries enforcement work. The
LEC requested that the Policy Board consider an appropriate response in support of continued funding for the Cooperative Enforcement Program.
The LEC also discussed a proposal under consideration by a subgroup of the
TRT to assess the potential of ropeless fishing as a whale protection measure
for the American lobster fishery. Several different systems were reviewed, all
involving technology that is either not available now or is in limited development. After hearing a presentation by Erin Summers of DMR and reviewing
several videos demonstrating the gear, LEC members expressed a consensus
view that in its present form such systems would remove the ability to enforce
trap limits and would render law enforcement efforts to conserve the lobster
fishery moot. Application in other fisheries would likely have similar impacts.
Among the concerns were the cost and time for enforcement agencies to re-fit
for such systems, the extreme difficulty or impossibility of checking, hauling
and re-setting traps or gear for enforcement purposes, the inability to access
standardized, confidential signals or codes needed to locate and identify gear
on the bottom, and the likely multiplicity of systems that would be developed
among fisheries and/or jurisdictions. The LEC considered this concept in its
present form unworkable.
Atlantic Herring Section
At the Atlantic Herring Section meeting, members reviewed accountability
measures in the Atlantic mackerel fishery, considered a Technical Committee
(TC) report regarding the spawning re-closure protocol, and approved the 2018
FMP Review. The Section reviewed a zero possession limit once 100% of the
mackerel quota is projected to be caught. Given that herring and mackerel can
mix, even at minimal levels, a zero possession limit for mackerel could hinder
the herring fishery. Staff reviewed actions which have been taken at the MidAtlantic Fishery Management Council (MAFMC), including a framework action to consider possession limits of mackerel greater than zero for the remainder of the 2018 year. In addition, through the 2019-2021 specification process
the MAFMC is considering the implementation of trip limits, put in place pro-

gressively as the quota is caught. These actions should provide both short-term
and longer-term solutions to mackerel fishery accountability measures.
Next, staff presented results of the TC Report which considered sample sizes in
the spawning re-closure protocol. In February, the Section had tasked the TC
with analyzing methods to scale-up samples of herring below the required 100
fish sample size. This was prompted by concern that samples less than 100 fish,
but greater than 90, could not be used in determining the need for a spawning
re-closure. The TC recommended that priority be given to the composition of
the sample (i.e. the requirement for 25% mature herring in the sample) rather
than the size of the sample (i.e. 100 fish). Moreover, the TC expressed comfort
with a baseline of 80 fish per sample, as long as the sample still includes 25%
mature fish. As a result, the Section modified the sampling re-closure protocol
to read that a sample is defined as a minimum of 80 randomly selected adult
sized fish, with a target of 100 fish, from a fishery-dependent or independent
source. Finally, the Section approved the 2018 FMP Review, state compliance
reports, and de minimis status for New York.
Northern Shrimp Section
The Section met to discuss the potential addition of a second issue to Draft
Addendum I, which would consider extending the fishing season period stipulated in Amendment 3 (December 1 – May 31). The intent would be to allow
for potential increased fishing on age 4 and 5 fish, which have dropped their
eggs. After considering egg hatch data, which shows that 90% of hatch typically
occurs by mid-March, the Section decided not to add a second issue to Draft
Addendum I given that the current fishing season includes April and May. As a
result, Draft Addendum I will include a single issue, which considers providing
states the authority to determine the distribution of quota between gear types
Atlantic Menhaden Management Board
The Board approved the Terms of Reference for the 2019 Atlantic menhaden
single-species and ecosystem-based benchmark stock assessments and peerreviews, and approved Stock Assessment Subcommittee membership which
will conduct the single-species benchmark. The Board also approved the 2018
Fishery Management Plan (FMP) Review for the 2017 fishing season, and de
minimis status for New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Georgia and
Florida. The FMP Review included a review of state implementation plans for
Amendment 3. The Plan Review Team determined that each state implemented the requirements of Amendment 3, with one exception: Virginia’s 2018 harvest reduction cap for the Chesapeake Bay is higher than that permitted under
Amendment 3.
Following review, the Board initiated a motion to find Virginia out of compliance. However, the motion was ultimately postponed to the August meeting and, in the interim, the Board requested the Commission send a letter to
Virginia stating its intent to consider the noncompliance finding in August.
Upon notification by the Commission of a noncompliance finding, the In
MemoriamSecretary of Commerce has 30 days to review the recommendation
and determine appropriate action, which may include a federal moratorium on
fishing for Atlantic menhaden in Virginia’s state waters.

In Memoriam: Butch Ciomei
Maine Lobstermen’s Association member Wayne “Butch” Ciomei, 59, of
Stonington died on Friday, May 18, while lobstering in Jericho Bay. Butch
was a lifelong lobsterman who also enjoyed scalloping during the winter
months and halibut fishing each spring. Ciomei was known as a hardworking, honest, thoughtful, generous man who touched the lives of everyone he met.
He married his wife Shari in 1982 and had three children, Seth, Lance and
Chelsea. He was grandfather to 11 grandchildren, Tristan, Taylor, Brantley,
Hunter, Haven, Aliyah, Colton, Lincoln, Kinsley, Easton and Essie.
Ciomei served on the board of directors of the Stonington Lobster Co-op
for many years, where his grandfather, Aldo Ciomei, had been a past manager. He had helped save the life of a fellow fisherman who had collapsed
at the Co-op in August, 2015. Ciomei had recently earned his captain’s
license, after many long hours of studying. Ciomei is survived by his five
brothers, Clayton, Glen, Kurt, Stephen, Thomas and a sister, Stacey and
their families as well as his mother- and father-in-law, Robert and Colleen
Burgess.
The Maine Lobstermen’s Association extends its deepest condolences to
Butch’s family and to the community of lobstermen in Stonington.
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Proudly working in
partnership with Maine’s
Lobstermen providing live
lobsters around the world.

We are currently looking to add
maine lobster wharfs and fishermen
co-ops to our supply chain.
Please call owner Tom Adams 207363-0876

Thanking Maine fishermen and their families for all their efforts!

proudly working in collaboration with fishermen for the last 30 years to keep our
oceans sustainable, and promote Maine lobsters worldwide.
South Portland * Boothbay Harbor * Milbridge * Prospect Harbor * Swans Island * Eastport

Lobstermen support
your business.
You can show your support for them by
becoming an MLA Business Member today.
With membership types for all kinds of
businesses, you can be a part of Maine’s
oldest lobstering organization.

Find out more.
Ȉ Call Andi 207-967-4555
Ȉ www.mainelobstermen.org/membership
Ȉ andi@mainelobstermen.org

mark fleming photography

Maine Lobstermen’s Association
(MLA) advocates for a
sustainable lobster resource
ϐ
communities that depend on it.
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Bottom Line
Super 46 Wesmac
C18 CAT

BAIT
HERRING

REDFISH

POGIES

ROCKFISH

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

WHEN YOUR ENGINE MEANS BUSINESS,

MILTON CAT MEANS MORE.

Why buy
secondhand?
Buy fresh,
buy direct!

Milton CAT is the Northeast and upstate New York Caterpillar dealer. Our complete range of marine
power systems solutions is backed by a team with exceptional knowledge and experience.
• More engine choices.
• More fully equipped and staffed locations.
• More support for your commercial fishing vessel, ferry, tug, or pleasure craft.
• More ordering and delivery options for unparalleled part availability.
Contact:
Kevin Hampson, 508-634-5503, Kevin_Hampson@miltoncat.com

FRESH

207.594 . 0405

FROZEN

207. 542 .1856

19 Front Street
Rockland, ME 04841
www.oharabait.com

$411-564#2/+..
$411-564#2/+..
/#4+0'5722.+'5
/#4+0'5722.+'5


Working
to make 2018
:RUNLQJWRPDNH
your best season ever!
\RXUEHVWVHDVRQHYHU

a7KHRQHVWRSVKRSIRU\RXUOREVWHU FRPPHUFLDOILVKLQJQHHGVa

9LVLWXVRQOLQHDWZZZEURRNVWUDSPLOOFRP
-RQHVERUR0(3RUWODQG0(7KRPDVWRQ0(:HVW%DWK0(
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AQUAMESH®

Achieving Excellence Through Innovation
Since 1980 Riverdale Mills has thrived on developing products
that deliver excellence and value to our loyal customers. Our first
product, AQUAMESH® was the first wire in the world specifically
engineered for use in extreme marine environments. Throughout
the years we developed the AQUAMESH® product line to include
a variety of unique colors and sizes including our heavy gauge
brickless bottom trap base that revolutionized the lobstering
industry. In addition, we created a line of tools and accessories to
assist in the cutting, bending and fastening of our AQUAMESH®
products. Our wire mesh hand benders, pneumatic air cutter
with pliers and hog rings are all handcrafted in-house to ensure
exceptional performance.
Exceeding customer expectations and manufacturing innovative
marine products that deliver exceptional results is the Riverdale
way and the AQUAMESH® difference.

H

MAINE

1.800.762.6374 | 1.508.234.8400
info@riverdale.com | www.riverdale.com

HAMILTON

$&&86DWŠ(3,5%V
406 MHz. Completely waterproof. 6 Year Non-Haz Mat battery. 6 Year warranty. Features
a Stainless Steel antenna.
USCG/GMDSS Approved.

Cat II Manual

Cat I Auto

Order# 731676

Order# 731678

MARINE

$

JIM-BUOY®

In-Sight Offshore
$XWRPDWLF0DQXDO,QŴDWDEOH3)'

24" Life Ring with
Reflective Tape

USCG APPROVED

$

7649

CAL-G24-OT
Order# 105283

'HFN%RVV%RRWV

Premium Adult Universal
Immersion Suit

6 Year
%DWWHU\

$GXOW8QLYHUVDO&ROG:DWHU
Immersion Suit

USCG APPROVED
Hi-vis yellow accents. Removable head pillow. Articulated
arms for easier donning.

$

34999 $46999

USCG APPROVED
Features wide legs for
quick donning. Includes
whistle and storage bag.

24999

$

RVS-1409A
Order# 743829

KNT-1540-AU
Order# 753274
LIMITED
QUANTITIES!

Heavy-duty nylon shell with neoprene
FRPIRUWFROODU62/$6UHŴHFWLYHWDSH
In-Sight window shows armed status.
)8//OEV%XR\DQF\
$
99 Reg 149.99 SAVE

C-Light™ H2O
Waterproof steady-on
light, 20 lumen LED,
manual or auto activation. Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).

1999

26999

Knife Sheath Molded
Plastic, clips on
Handle
suspenders or
Knife
belt loop.

9

1169

$ 89

$

Order# 752862 Order# 761645

ACR-3962-1
Order# 761836

HML-SHEATH
Order# 749724

HML-KNIFE-M
Order# 172011

)RXO:HDWKHU*HDU

39&6XSHUŴH[%OXH
12" Long

Electric Rope
Cutting Guns

Atlas 660 M-2XL

:DWWV

99
Orange

Features comfort
insoles and silicone
boot bands that fit 1"
groove. Sizes 7-14.

50

$

Red

FULL
LINE IN
STOCK!

$

HMG-A660

$

PUR-15463
Order# 127675

:DWWV

6HDUFK*5''%

Search#
*5'

$QWL)DWLJXH0DW

+DPLOWRQ0DULQH/REVWHU%XR\3DLQW

)LVK%DVNHW

/REVWHU&UDWH

Plastic with handles
and holes for draining.
1 bushel
capacity.

20" W x 31-1/2" L x 16" H
All-plastic construction.
Two piece attached lid.
100 lb capacity

109 pair
99

3' x 3' mat, 2-Sided Interlocking Design,
1/2" thick.

$

1450SAVE
4

$ 49

Reg 18.99
HTV-179873
Order# 754535

:DWHUEDVHGH[WUDWRXJKDQGORQJODVWLQJŴH[LEOHFRDWLQJ
UV/Weather resistant, low odor, fast drying, easy soap and
water cleanup. Red, Orange, Yellow, Green,
Blue, Black or White. 6HDUFK+0/%3

$

1499 QT $4999 GAL
SCAN THIS QR CODE!
See just how tough
our buoy paint is!

800-639-2715 • hamiltonmarine.com

$

1999

HML-BASKET-PAS
Order# 118243

$

PUR-15463HD
Order# 735613

$

HML-KNIFE-MH
Order# 762605

3619

4999

HML-LOB-CRATE
Order# 158132

PORTLAND ROCKLAND SEARSPORT SOUTHWEST HARBOR JONESPORT MAINE

Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.

6

$ 29

2697

3 pair
$
49
33dozen

$

$ 19

Molded
+DQGOH2QO\
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RDR LOBSTER
AND SHELLFISH
Trenton & Jonesboro, Maine

weigh and pay
open year-round

all bonuses paid
up front!

207-667-2250 or
rdrlobster@yahoo.com

Global demand for Maine
lobsters continues to rise.
But shipping lobsters
abroad is no easy task.

Our Experts Are Your Solution To Make
Your International Logistics Simple
WE ARE:
t Experts in shipping perishables
t A TSA Certified Cargo Screening Facility (CCSF)
t Consultants in the latest trade regulations, laws
and requirements

t On-site, full-time NOAA Seafood Inspector
t Customer satisfaction driven
t Here to assist you in growing and protecting
your business

That’s why so many lobster companies rely on
Perishables by OCEANAIR
Please contact us for rates, service & solutions
Perishables by OCEANAIR
186A Lee Burbank Highway
Revere, MA 02151

Tel: (781) 286-2700
www.oceanair.net
perishables@oceanair.net
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
ACCOUNTANTS
Back River Financial Group
690 Maine Ave
Farmingdale, ME 04344
207-622-3772
info@backrivergroup.com
www.backrivergroup.com
Free initial consultation, review of
previous tax returns.
AUTOMOTIVE
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
573 Route One
Newcastle, ME 04553
rmiller@newcastlechrysler.com
www.newcastlechrysler.com
3 years (total 12) oil changes when
you purchase a new or used vehicle.
Weirs GMC Buick
1513 Portland Rd.
Arundel, ME 04046
877-861-0700
www.weirsgmc.com
Buy a new GMC truck & get a free
Bullet Liner
BAIT DEALERS
Bessy Bait LLC
155 Batchelder Rd.
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com
$5 discount per drum on multiple
drum purchases (must show current
MLA card).
Cape Porpoise Lobster & Bait Co.
PO Box 7217
Cape Porpoise, ME 04014
207-967-0900
allendaggett@hotmail.com
www.capeporpoiselobster.com
CBS Lobster
52 Union Wharf
Portland, ME 04101
207-775-2917
cbslobster13@yahoo.com
Lighthouse Lobster & Bait
PO Box 194
Eastport, ME 04631
207-853-3137
Lund’s Fisheries Inc.
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
609-898-5143
wreichle@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com
New England Fish Co.
446 Commercial St.
Portland, ME, 04101
207-253-5626 nefco@mac.com
www.raberfisheries.com
Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT
REPAIR
SW Boatworks
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
$1000 discount for hull or top on 38
and 44 Calvin Beal.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St.
Bath, ME 04530 207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members
ELECTRONICS
Midcoast Marine Electronics
700 Main St.
Rockland, ME 04841 207-594-3993
info@midcoastmarine.biz
www.midcoastmarine.com
10% off list price on all marine electronic products

Navtronics, LLC
15 Hannaford Dr
York, ME 03909
207-363-1150
accounting@navtronics.com
www.navtronics.com
5% off purchases for MLA members
FINANCIAL &
INVESTMENT
Farm Credit East
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210
800-831-4230
www.farmcrediteast.com
Machias Savings Bank
PO Box 318
Machias, ME 04654
207-255-3347
www.machiassavings.com
FISHING, MARINE AND
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
Alliance Rubber Company
201 Carpenter Dam Rd
Hot Springs, AR 71913
jsammons@alliance-rubber.com
www.rubberband.com
10% off custom printed lobster bands
Grundens USA Ltd
PO Box 2068
Poulsbo, WA 98370
360-779-4439/800-323-7327
info04@grundens.com
Hamilton Marine
with locations in Searsport: 548-6302
Southwest Harbor: 244-7870
Rockland: -594-8181
Portland: 774-1772
Jonesport: 497-2778
info@hamiltonmarine.com
www.hamiltonmarine.com
Discounts available to commercial
fishermen
North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
djones@glpower.com
10% off on parts and service
Pack Edge
Jim Freeman
340 Presumpscot St.
Portland, ME 04103
207-799-6600
jfreeman@packedgeinc.com
www.packedgeinc.com
GIFTS
Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683
800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off apparel and promotional
product orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc.
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for
MLA members.
Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136
info@ hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components &
Craft cables.
INDUSTRY
ORGANIZATIONS
Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9310
info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com

INSURANCE
Smithwick & Marriners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA
members. Additional 5% discount
with proof of completed C.G. Fishing
Vessel Drill Conductor course within
the last 5 years.
Varney Agency Inc.
Michael Hennessey
PO Box 117
Machias, ME 04654
207-949-2034
mhennessey@varneyagency.com
LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/
WHOLESALE/RETAIL
Atlantic Edge Lobster
71 Atlantic Ave.
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
207-633-2300
aeli@myfairpoint.net
Fuel discount for MLA members
Calendar Islands Maine Lobster LLC
6A Portland Fish Pier
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9140
john@calendarislandsmainelobster.com
Canobie Seafoods, Inc.
1077 Bar Harbor Rd.
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com
Channel Fish Co.
370 East Eagle St.
East Boston , MA 02128
617-569-3200
paula@channelfishco.com
www.channelfishco.com
Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
http://littlecranberrylobster.com
Garbo Lobster
PO Box 334
Hancock, ME 04640
207-422-3217
GetMaineLobster.com
Mark Murrell
315 Fore St.
Portland, ME 04101
866-562-4817
info@getmainelobster.com
www.getmainelobster.com
55% discount on any retail item, not
valid on specials or already discounted items. Contact MLA for discount
code.
Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com

Spruce Head Fishermen’s Co-op
275 Island Rd.
S. Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com
Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681
207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com
Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-5857
info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.
MARINE ENGINES
Milton Cat
101 Quarry Dr
Milford, MA 01757
508-634-5503
kevin_hampson@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
PROPELLERS
Accutech Marine Propellers Inc.
24 Crosby Rd Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820
603-617-3626
larry@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com
10% off propeller repair & new shafts.
New propeller discounts vary.
Nautilus Marine Fabrication
13 Industrial Way
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-1119
nautilusmarine@roadrunner.com
www.nautilus-marine.com
5% discount on propeller reconditioning
New England Propeller, Inc.
9 Apollo Eleven Rd.
Plymouth, MA 02360
508-747-6666
neprop@aol.com
Discounts on marine propellers,
shafting, and related items, sales,
repairs.
REFRIGERATION SERVICES
Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.

RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billy’s Inc.
PO Box 837,
Ogunquit, ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com
www.barnbilly.com
The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net
SAFETY TRAINING & EQUIPMENT
Chase Leavitt
144 Fore St., Portland 04010
207-772-6383
218 Bucksport Rd., Ellsworth 04605
207-667-9390
www.chaseleavitt.com
5% off liftraft repack, $50 off new
liferaft purchase at both locations.
Liferaft Services, LLC
15 Hannaford Drive
York, ME 03909
207-363-0220
dgreer@survivalatsea.com
5% off liferaft repack with proof of
MLA membership. Discount can be
combined with other promotions.
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK
SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on traps purchased at
Friendship store. Cannot be added to
other discounts.
Sea Rose Trap Co.
120 Breakwater Annex
South Portland, ME 04106
207-730-5531
searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off list price on traps to MLA
members

FOUND A TAGGED LOBSTER?
If you find a lobster with a yellow t-bar tag marked with “AOLA” please contact:
Heidi Henninger at (774) 251-9454 or heidi@offshorelobster.org

Luke’s Lobster
459 Grand Street, Ground Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11211
212-387-8487
ben@lukeslobster.com
www.lukeslobster.com
Maine Coast LLC
15 Hannaford Drive, Unit 2
York, ME 03909
207-363-0876

Take photos like this to report length.

The Atlantic Offshore Lobstermen’s Association (AOLA) is working with New
Hampshire Fish and Game and Maine Department of Marine Resources to tag
lobsters in the Gulf of Maine and on Georges Bank in 2017 and 2018, in order to
track migration and investigate growth.

Maine Ocean Lobster
Kevin Adams
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904
207-229-0335

WHAT TO REPORT: date, location, tag #, whether the lobster had eggs or vnotch, and whether it was kept or released.

Shucks Maine Lobster
150 Main St, Suite 4
Richmond, ME 04357
207-737-4800
johnny@shucksmaine.com

REWARDS: Every tag report qualifies as one raffle entry. Rewards will be drawn in
July and December, 2018 & 2019. Reports with accurate length reports and/or photos will be entered into higher value raffles. $8,000 in rewards will be distributed.

Carapace Length: We are testing a software system that can accurately measure
size from photographs. Please take a photo of the lobster next to a gauge (top right
above) and text this to 774-251-9454 along with the measured carapace length.

If you haul a tagged lobster, please release it and contact:
774-251-9454 or heidi@offshorelobster.org
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Fishing, Marine & Industrial

DISCOUNT DIRECTORY
Show your MLA card and save!
Automotive
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
Newcastle, ME -- 3 years of oil changes
(total of 12) for all vehicles, cars and
trucks, when you purchase a new or used
vehicle. 207-563-5959
Weirs Buick - GMC
Arundel ME -- Purchase a new GMC and
get a free Bullet Liner. Must shoe MLA card
877-861-0070

Bait
Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 discount per drum on
multiple drum purchases (must show current
MLA card). 603-300-2846

Boat Builders/Repairs
Richard Stanley Custom Boats
Bass Harbor, ME -- $1,000 off final price of
hull with MLA membership. 207-244-3795
SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- $1000 discount for hull or
top. on a 38’ CB or 44’ CB. 207-667-7427

Chiropractic

Alliance Rubber
Hot Springs, AR -- 10% off custom printed
lobster bands. www.rubberband.com
Hamilton Marine
Searsport, Rockland, Portland, Southwest
Harbor, Jonesport, ME -- Discounts available to
FRPPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQ
North Atlantic Power Products
Exeter, NH -- 10% discount on parts and service. 603-418-0470
Winterport Boot Shop
Brewer, ME -- 10% discount on all Muck,
%DIÀQ6HUYXVDQG78))VDIHW\WRHDQG
non-safety toe boots. Show MLA card or
order online with discount code available
IURP0/$RIÀFH

Gifts
0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and promotional product orders. 800-560-6090

Hydraulics
Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in stock
items for MLA members. 603-474-1914
Hews Company, LLC
South Portland, ME -- 10% off hydraulic
components & Cable Craft cables. 207-767-2136

Legal Services

Slocum Chiropractic: a Maine Vitality Center
Nicholas H Walsh PA, Maritime Law
Brunswick, ME-- $25 inital visit and nervous
Portland, ME -- 20% off legal services
system scan. Value $125. 207-725-4222
207-772-2191

Electronic Equipment
Midcoast Marine Electronics
Rockland, ME -- 10% off list price on all
marine electronic products excluding MRP
products. 207-691-3993
Navtronics, LLC
York, ME -- 5% off of purchases.
207-363-1150

Financial & Investment
Back River Financial Group
Farmingdale, ME -- Free initial consultation
and review of previous tax returns.
207-622-3772

Fuel
Atlantic Edge Lobster
Boothbay Harbor, ME -- Fuel discount for
MLA members. 207-633-2300

Museums & Entertainment

Newspapers
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual subscription rate for $18.75 with MLA membership
noted on check. 800-989-5253
National Fisherman
Portland, ME -- Special annual subscription
rate for members. Contact the MLA for more
info 207-967-4555

Propellers
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc
Dover, NH -- 10% off propeller repair & new
shafts. New propeller discounts vary.
603-617-3626
New England Propeller Inc
Plymouth, MA -- Discounts on marine
propeller, shafting, and related items, sales &
repairs. 508-746-8804
Nautilus Marine Fabrication, Inc.
Trenton, ME --5% Discount on propeller
reconditioning. 207-667-1119

Refrigeration Services
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new installations.
207-893-0145

Safety Training & Equipment
Chase Leavitt Co.
Portland, Ellsworth -- %5 off service fee
for liferaft repack OR $50 off new liferaft
purchase w/ MLA card or current Maine
CF card www.chaseleavitt.com
Liferaft Services, LLC
York, ME -- 5% off liferaft repack with
proof of MLA membership. CAN be
combined with other promotions. 207363-0220

Cross Insurance Center
Portland, ME -- Member-only discounts for
select shows, Call the MLA for more info

McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 25% discount on USCG
Drill Conductor training. 207-338-1603

Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission for MLA
members.
Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission to MLA members.

Trap Builders, Stock & Supplies

Mount Desert Oceanarium
Bar Harbor, ME -- Free admission to commercial
ÀVKHUPHQDQGWKHLUIDPLOLHV.

Lobster & Seafood
&UD]\/REVWHUDQG6KHOOÀVK
Port Chester, NY -- 20% off the entire site
ZZZFUD]\OREVWHUVKHOOÀVKFRP
Get Maine Lobster.com
Portland, ME -- 55% off any retail priced item.
Not valid on specials or already discounted items.
Contact MLA for discount code 207-967-4555
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
Winter Harbor, ME – 10% off picked lobster
meat. 207-963-5857

Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price on traps
purchased at the Friendship store. Cannot be
combined with other discounts. 207-354-2545
Sea Rose Trap Co
S. Portland -- 5% off list price on traps. Must
show MLA card. 207-730-2063

Vessel Insurance
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Falmouth, ME -- Discntd vessel insurance
plus 5% discount with proof of CG approved Drill Conductor course w/in the last
5 years. Wooden boat, Builders coverage, No
lay up period, discounted electronics deductible, and automatic coverage of researchers
207-370-1883
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YOUR HEALTH INSURANCE: Data Matching Issues and how to resolve them
By Bridget Thornton
For most people, the enrollment process is over after they enroll in a health
insurance plan and pay their premium. However, for some of us there are a few
more steps we need to take. At the end of the Marketplace application, before
you can enroll in a health insurance plan, you receive an eligibility notice. This
notice details if you are eligible for a Marketplace plan, Advanced Payment of
the Premium Tax Credit (APTC), and cost-sharing reductions. If you received
an eligibility notice that stated that more information was needed and that
your eligibility was temporary, you have what is called a Data Matching Issue
(DMI) or “inconsistency.”
DMIs occur when the information you enter in your Marketplace application
doesn’t match the data retrieved from trusted resources, like the Social Security
Administration or the IRS database. The most common issues are household
income, citizenship, and immigration status. The Marketplace checks your information with these sources in order to provide the correct financial assistance and to ensure that you don’t have to repay the government when you file
your taxes.
Not providing the needed documents on time can result in losing your eligibility to buy a Marketplace plan and can change the amount of assistance in tax
credits and cost-sharing reductions you are eligible for. The Marketplace will
send notices to remind you, but you should make note of any DMIs and the
deadlines for sending in your information.
Your first reminder is the eligibility notice itself, which usually gives you about
90 days to resolve the DMI. For someone who enrolled in December, the deadline thus would have been in March. The Marketplace will send you notices via
mail and email, and will also call you until the issue has been resolved. The notices and phone calls can be a bit confusing: you may have already sent in your
documents but it can take several weeks for the Marketplace to review them
and to resolve your DMI.
I was working recently with a fisherman whose fishing income combined with
other self-employment income fluctuates from year to year. When I helped him
enroll in December 2017, he received notification in his eligibility notice that he
needed to provide proof of his yearly household income by March 30, 2018. The
eligibility notice discussed in detail how to go about resolving the DMI and the

acceptable documents he could submit.
The fisherman completed his 2017 taxes
early so he could submit his tax return
to the Marketplace with his 2018 application, but he did not feel as though his
tax return from 2017 accurately showed
what he would be making in the upcoming year. It was also different from what
he estimated his income would be in his
2018 application. I gave him a template
for a self-employment ledger so he could
fill it out with year-to-date numbers
showing expenses and income, which
are more closely aligned with what he
estimated his future income to be. We
then uploaded the ledger directly into
his Healthcare.gov account, which is
Bridget Thornton is the MLA’s
the quickest way to get documentahealth insurance Navigator.
tion to the Marketplace. It took close to
a month for the fisherman’s DMI to be
MLA photo.
resolved. Luckily, he did not lose his tax
credit during this time. It is possible for
the government to withhold your tax credits during the time it takes to resolve
the DMI. In this man’s case that would have meant that he would have had to
pay his full monthly premium amount, which would have been over $800.
If you receive a DMI it can be a very time-consuming and frustrating process
to take care of since most of us don’t file our taxes until after the Marketplace
wants our documentation. The self-employment ledger is probably the easiest
type of documentation to resolve this issue for people who are self-employed.
There are many other documents you can submit depending on the type of
DMI. For example, if you need to verify your household income you can submit
one of the following: federal or state tax return (1040 form); W-2 or 1099 form;
self-employment ledger; pay stub; Social Security statement; or unemployment
benefits letter. There is a more comprehensive list on the Healthcare.gov web
site, which includes documents to resolve issues involving citizenship or immigration status.
Continued on page 18

Attention Maine Lobstermen
The Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries (MA DMF) has begun an IndustryBased Trawl Survey for Gulf of Maine cod (Cod IBS) aboard the F/V Miss Emily. The
survey area includes federal waters off of the coast of Maine, specifically in lobster
zones: E, F, and G. The survey started on April 1st, 2018 and ends on July 31st, 2018.
Tow locations will be announced monthly on MA DMF website, social media, and the
MA DMF listserv. To receive real time text message updates of the survey go to the MA
DMF Website and sign up or call Bill Hoffman at 978-282-0308 ext 106. Additionally,
the survey vessel will monitor VHF channel 16 during survey operations. In order to
avoid gear conflicts, MA DMF respectively requests that fixed gear be temporarily removed from the tow locations during survey times.
June 2018 tow locations adjacent to the Maine coast detailed in maps below

For future month tow locations visit www.mass.gov/marinefisheries and visit the Cod IBS project page.
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NEW DIRECTOR LOOKS TO THE FUTURE OF
MAINE’S MARINE TRADES
By Melissa Waterman
The Maine Marine Trades Association (MMTA) has a new leader. Stacey Keefer
took over as executive director earlier
this year, stepping into the post held by
Susan Swanton for more than twenty
years. The MMTA began in 1966 and focuses on education and training.
Keefer manages the statewide organization from a small office in the
Breakwater building in Rockland. It’s a
far cry from her childhood in Vermont,
although her family spent summers in
Maine. “I worked here cleaning charter
boats in the summers. My family had a
sailboat in Rockport so I went sailing
as well,” she explained. She took a job
in 1995 with the O’Hara Corporation
working in the company’s Journey’s
Stacey Keefer is the new
End marina in Rockland, which gave
executive director of the Maine
her a ground-level view of the needs
Marine Trades Association.
of both recreational and commercial
M. Waterman photo.
vessels and their owners. At that time
Rockland still had a commercial fishing fleet involved in groundfishing as
well as other fisheries such as shrimp and herring. “I watched the shift from
commercial to recreational boats,” Keefer said. “There were some complaints.
A recreational boat would be getting gas right next to lobster boats getting
bait. Or they would be blasting the ice onto boats from O’Hara’s ice house and
a visiting boat owner would say something. But I’d tell them ‘This isn’t Fort
Lauderdale!’”
During her 13 years at Journey’s End, Keefer learned to deal with daily crises
and dilemmas while keeping good lines of communication open with her crew
and her customers. “It was a fascinating spectrum of customers,” she laughed.
“One moment I’d be talking to someone from Florida wearing a white linen
jacket and the next, a grubby lobsterman with no shirt on.” Her work included
generating estimates for repairs, scheduling haul-outs, and coordinating services as well as helping visiting sailors with such things as dinner reservations

and movie schedules. “I am a listener. The fishermen would talk to me because
I would listen and then get things done,” she said. She recalled one Vinalhaven
fisherman who would come over to the boatyard every few months for fuel or
minor repairs. He would hail her for as long as it took on Channel 16, calling
“Stacey, are you there?” in a thick Maine accent.
In 2007, Keefer decided to move on. She was already on the board of the MMTA,
helping the association implement the North Star Alliance Initiative, a $14.4
million federal grant for workforce development. After leaving Journey’s End,
she worked as the industry education liaison for the MMTA, conducting training workshops in boatyards and marinas throughout the state. She also connected to Maine high schools through career fairs. “I would take students out
to boatyards to show them what it was like,” she explained. “I remember taking
students in the Dexter High School trades program out to three boatbuilders
on Mt. Desert Island. They were just blown away by the tools and the exotic
woods.” Introducing inland students to the job opportunities and wages available at Maine’s boatyards was gratifying to Keefer. “It’s a great way to earn a
living, particularly because people take such pride in Maine boats,” she said.
When the federal grant funds ran out, Keefer took an administrative position at
the magazine Maine Boats, Homes and Harbors which soon grew to be manager
of the annual boat show in Rockland. “Running the show for three days was
like every day in a boatyard. You are running around putting out fires and on
your feet all day!” she said. One day she and Susan Swanton happened to catch
up with each other; Swanton mentioned that she planned to retire and urged
Keefer to apply for the position.
Now Keefer is the point person for an industry that, while strong, faces clear
challenges in the future. “We are really feeling the effects of our aging workforce,” she said. “We have to step up our game and connect with young people
to let them know about job opportunities.” The MMTA also has been involved in
the Maine Marine Trades Apprenticeship, Maine Clean Boatyards and Marinas,
and the Maine Clean Marine Engine Program, the latter of which funds up to
40% of the purchase and installation of a new commercial engine that meets
EPA standards. The organization is also conducting an economic impact study
of the marine sector in Maine to get a better sense of the current strength of
the industry. “But the key thing will be how are we going to reach young people
to keep them here in the state or encourage them to move here and be part of
Maine’s marine industry?” Keefer said.
Insurance continued from page 17
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Even if you did not receive a DMI notification in your enrollment process, it’s
important to keep your application up to date and accurate. Remember that if
anything changes in your life throughout the year, like income, marriage status, or having a baby, you need to update your application by “Reporting a Life
Change.” If you are receiving a tax credit, the amount you are receiving is based
on the income and household size that you reported on your application. If this
figure goes up or down, you need to report the change so your tax credit can be
adjusted accordingly. If you don’t, you may owe money to the IRS at tax time.
Resolving DMIs can be frustrating and time-consuming. If you are running into
issues, the MLA has trained Navigators on staff to help. Call the office at 207967-4555 or email Bridget at bridget@mainelobstermen.org.

Can’t wait for the next issue of Landings?

Over 4,000
Propellers in Stock

Shafting

Federal Flexible
Couplings

Michigan 3 Blade Dyna-Jets
Four Blade DQX + Dyna Quads
Five Blade Hi-Torq Michigan
Aluminum & Stainless Outboard
& I.O. Propellers

The quickest way to submit documents is to upload them right into your
Marketplace account on Healthcare.gov. In your account, click on My
Applications and Coverage, then click on your existing 2018 application. In the
next window, on the left side bar, click on Application Details. Here you will see
the option to Upload Documents. If you are unable to do this option you can
mail a copy of your documents directly to the Marketplace atHealth Insurance
Marketplace, Attn: Supporting Documentation, 465 Industrial Blvd., London,
KY 40750-0001.

Godfrey-Camp
Zincs
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Overnight to Maine!!!

9 Apollo Eleven Rd., Plymouth, MA 02360 • 800-635-9504 Fax 508-746-8804
www.neprop.com • E-mail: neprop@aol.com

www.facebook.com/mlcalliance
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PEOPLE OF THE COAST: Shelley Frothingham, Owls Head
Rockland, now the Breakwater office complex. “I used to make clothes for my
Barbie dolls on an old treadle sewing machine,” Frothingham recalled.

By Melissa Waterman
The Owls Head home of Scott and
Shelley Frothingham shows all the
signs of a typical lobsterman’s house.
Brightly colored buoys are piled next
to the garage. Inside, Scott and his
sternman are constructing new lobster
traps for his boat Rough Rider while
the radio blares Eric Clapton. A dog
barks excitedly when a visitor passes
by on the way to the back door.
Inside the house, there’s also the hum
of activity but of a different sort. Here,
54-year-old Shelley moves amid her
eight sewing machines and reams of
colorful fabric, thread and scissors.
In 2017 she started a new business,
Lockwood Totes, crafting her own line
of one-of-a-kind tote bags. “I just love
making them. I’d give them away if I
could!” she exclaimed.

Because she didn’t like the dimensions of the pattern her friend had suggested,
she took a piece of cardboard and created a design of her own. The resulting
tote bag delighted her friend so Frothingham made a few more. “I was making them and giving them away and having fun,” she said. She gave the totes
not only to friends but also donated them to local charitable events benefiting breast cancer survivors and Parkinson’s disease research. Slowly, through
word of mouth, her reputation spread. “Some women I know came to ask me
to make bags with the name of their husband’s boat and his buoy colors on the
bag,” she said. “Those are fun.”

Lockwood Totes makes one-ofa-kind bags, often with a vessel’s
buoy colors and name.
M. Waterman photos.

Frothingham, like many fishermen’s
wives in Maine’s small coastal towns,
has always worked. She recounts her many jobs like a person ticking items off the
grocery list. “I was a private homecare provider for many years. I was a lunch lady
at the school. I had a successful catering business. I worked at the Brown Bag [a
breakfast and lunch restaurant in Rockland]. I did interior and exterior painting.
I painted buoys for Scott. I had a cleaning business for a while. Oh, and I made
jewelry, too!” Frothingham laughed.
But four years ago an unexpected diagnosis of lung tumors brought
Frothingham’s busy work life to a screeching stop. “I had to give up my cleaning jobs because of lung issues,” she explained. “I was in the car that day crying
because I knew I had to make some income.” She had always worked – what was
she to do now? Two days later a friend asked her to create a bag commemorating the Red Sox and the Patriots sports teams. Frothingham hadn’t touched a
sewing machine for 18 years. She had learned to sew as a child from her mother,
who worked for many years at the old Van Baalen-Nautica clothing factory in

New England Marine & Industrial
www.newenglandmarine.com

At some point in the future
Frothingham would like to open a
Frothingham and a few of her
storefront and have the opportunity
tote bags.
to teach young women the old-fashioned and in her case, valuable, skill
of sewing. In the meantime, she is building up her inventory for the summer
months. “I believe if you don’t like where you are working, then get the hell out.
Something will fall in your lap,” she said. “I love doing this. Every time I pull a
tote out it’s like a Christmas present.”

HYDRO-SLAVE
SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”

We carry:
Printed and Non Printed
Sheddar
Standard
Cold Water Shedder
Jumbo

LET US QUOTE YOU ON A POWER STEERING OR A POT HAULER.

Worcester Cow Hide Bait

200 Spaulding Tpke
Portsmouth, NH
603-436-2836

Currently she sells Lockwood Totes
through local fairs and festivals as well
as a few midcoast retail businesses. The
business has its own Facebook page as
well. Her designs have won first prize
at the Union Fair and other mid-coast
summer fairs, resulting in more orders
for the one-of-a-kind totes.

Lobster Bands

We carry Regular and Hairless Bait
Call for Special Pricing on both 5 pail
purchases and pallet (20 pails) purchases
“One week notice needed on pallet purchases”

Rain Gear:
Guy Cotton
Grundens
Helly Hansen
NEMI Rain Gear

Last year, Frothingham’s father passed away after three years of battling lung
cancer. Before he died he suggested a name for his daughter’s expanding business: Lockwood Totes. “It was his middle name, my son’s middle name and my
grandsons’ middle names, so it really means family,” Frothingham said. Her
business operates close to the bone in terms of expenses. This past winter she
attended a business development class offered by TD Bank North in Camden to
learn more about business practices.
“They couldn’t get over that I had no
debt,” she remembered with a laugh.

BUOYS:
Spongex
Sea Alex
Polyform US
Polyform Norway

POWER STEERING AVAILABLE IN 5 CLASSES
• UP TO 120 FEET
• STAINLESS QUADRANT ASSEMBLIES
• STAINLESS HELMS
16” SPOKED WHEEL
• BRONZE
• CHROME

ELECTRIC CLUTCHES

HIGH EFFICIENCY VANE
PUMP
$544.70

5.5 HP HONDA POWER UNIT
• 11GPM @ 1500 PSI 2 Stage Pump
• Light, Versatile and Portable
• This unit will power 10”
and 12” and 14” Haulers
• Ideal for outboards and
other small boats
• Log Splitter

Boots:
Guy Cotton
Xtratuff
Muck Boots
Servus
Grundens
294 Ocean St
Brant Rock, MA
781-834-9301

HAULERS AVAILABLE 8” TO 17”
• ALUMINUM BACKPLATE
• POLISHED STAINLESS BACKPLATE
• ALL STAINLESS HARDWARE

DUAL RAM
QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

• 100% Stainless Steel construction
• Rudder side thrust eliminated
• no stress on boat timbers

OUR NEW GENERATION SUPER BLOCKS
• 4” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 5” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 2000 lb. Capacity
• Sealed tapered
roller bearings
• Aluminum Sheaves
• Stainless Sheaves

WORLD’S LARGEST POT HAULER MFG. FOR OVER 40 YEARS

86 Cemetary Rd
Stonington, ME
207-367-2692

Call John for more information 1-800-747-7550 • Or visit us on
the internet: marinHhydUDXOLFHQJLQHHULQJFRP

MARINE HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
17 Gordon Drive • Rockland, Maine • Fax: 207-594-9721
Email: marinhyd@midcoast.com
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DMR’S POLICY ON CHANGING OVER TRAP TAGS
Attention lobstermen: 2017 lobster trap tags
are valid from January 1 through May 31, 2018.
Fishermen can attach 2018 trap tags before
June 1 but must have a 2017 tag attached to the
trap as well.

•
Student license holder transitioning from student license to lobster class 1, 2 or 3. This group
would be student license holders who have completed the apprenticeship program and become 17
years old between January 1 and May 31.

There has been some concern among fishermen about setting new gear without the current year tags before June 1. This situation is
no different than setting new gear in October:
a lobsterman would have to remove a valid tag
from the gear he is replacing and hog ring it
into the new trap.

•
Student license holders because of age/tag restrictions who fall into a higher trap limit category
during the period between January 1 and May 31

There will be circumstances in which a lobsterman will be allowed to fish next year’s tags
without current year tags. These situations include but are not limited to:
•

Fishermen that are building up. Example:
fisherman eligible for 300 in 2017 becomes
eligible for 400 on January 1, 2017. He can
have 100 traps with only his 2018 trap tags.

2018 trap tags must be on all traps by June 1. Photo
courtesy of the Ellsworth American.

The exceptions listed above and other times fishermen are using non-valid tags will require the fisherman to fill out an affidavit stating that all of his
or her previously issued tags are null and void. Go
to Z:\Patrol\FORMS and MPO Information Folder\
Trap Tag Forms & Permission to Set Forms\NEWAffidavit for tags to be used outside of trap tag
yearc.doc to get a copy of the affidavit. The affidavit must be witnessed by an MPO or office personnel and then sent to Licensing.
No replacement tags will be issued for non-current year tags unless the above affidavit is in effect.

Carver continued from page 5

And I don’t like to say no,” Carver said. Walking into a room full of whale advocates wasn’t an experience for the fainthearted. “That first time was quite eyeopening. You’d have thought we were at war. Everyone laid out their positions.
But then we started talking with one another,” he said. The TRT ultimately decided to institute the rule banning floating rope, but overall Carver considers
the group to have been reasonable over the years. “You can’t go down there and
tell someone to shove it. If you show your honest, gut feelings about things, you
can get something accomplished,” he said.
Over time the steady voices of McCarron, Carver and other lobstermen who
make the trek to Providence for the TRT meetings have engendered respect for
the Maine contingent. “When Patrice speaks, they listen!” Still, it’s a long way
for a Downeast lobsterman to travel, 900 miles round trip.

Like many fishermen, Carver doesn’t linger on things that he can’t change. But
his long career at sea has given him a perspective on what the shifts in coastal fisheries have done to his community. “I think the quality of life was better
years ago. I could jump to any job on the ocean. Sandworming supported ten
times more people than now. The drop in clamming has been a major change.
There’s just a half-dozen clammers here now,” he noted.
The dependence on lobster and the good money to be made in the fishery set
up small communities like Beals Island and Jonesport for an uncertain future.
“If lobstering hiccups, if we go back to a 50 million-pound fishery, most people
will think the world is coming to an end,” Carver said. “But it’s not the end of
the world. My dad worked his rear end off but we all got by and we were happy.
It was just a different lifestyle. This fishery has been way more than kind to us.”

News & Comment for and by the Fishermen of Maine
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ASMFC FOCUSES ON MACKEREL/HERRING QUOTA AND LOBSTER
STOCK ASSESSMENT
By Megan Ware
During the last month there has been a fair amount of discussion about accountability measures in the Atlantic mackerel fishery and potential impacts
to the herring fishery. As a reminder, the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management
Council (MAFMC) oversees the fishery management plan for Atlantic mackerel.
In February of this year, the river herring/shad catch cap was harvested in the
Atlantic mackerel fishery, prompting a 20,000-pound trip limit in the mackerel
fishery to be implemented. At the same time, it was reported that roughly 89%
of the mackerel quota for 2018 was caught. This is a much faster rate of landings
than was experienced in previous years. Currently, regulations state that when
100% of the mackerel quota is projected to be caught, a zero-possession limit is
implemented for mackerel. This is concerning given that herring and mackerel
can mix, even at minimal levels, and a zero-possession limit for mackerel could
hinder the operation of the herring fishery.
To address this concern, several actions have been taken by the MAFMC, which
address both short-term and long-term solutions. First, a framework action was
initiated to consider possession limits in the mackerel fishery for the remainder
of the 2018 fishing year. Some of the options being considered are a 5,000 pound
and 10,000-pound trip limit. Final action on this framework is expected in June.
Second, a separate framework action was initiated as a part of the 2019-2021
specification process for mackerel. Through this process, the MAFMC is considering trip limits, which would be progressively implemented as a greater
percentage of mackerel quota is caught. For example, one option might be

that when 80% of the quota is caught,
a 40,000-pound trip limit is implemented; when 95% of the quota is caught, the
trip limit is reduced to 5,000 pounds.
Final action on this second framework
is expected this fall. Overall, action has
been initiated to address potential restrictions in the mackerel fishery; they
should be implemented prior to 100%
of the mackerel quota being caught.
The Lobster Technical Committee (TC)
Megan Ware is a fisheries
also met May 14-17 in Narragansett, RI,
management plan coordinator
to begin work on the 2020 Lobster Stock
at the ASMFC. ASMFC photo.
Assessment. The meeting focused on reviewing new research pertaining to the
life history of lobsters and assessing data sources for inclusion in the assessment model. Some of the new research reviewed included work on the progression of epizootic shell disease, larval connectivity between inshore and offshore
regions, methods to age lobsters, and resiliency of the species to environmental
changes. Types of data reviewed included ventless trap surveys, trawl surveys,
landings data, sea sampling, and port sampling. The Lobster TC will meet via
conference call throughout 2018 to continue work on the stock assessment, and
it is expected that the next in-person meeting will be in January 2019.

Jacobson continued from page 3

Later in the season, we will unveil a how-to video series that will highlight the
many culinary applications for processed Maine lobster products. This content will be broadly distributed to chefs, restaurant decision makers to educate
them and drive demand for the product.
Across all channels, we anticipate a significant level of interest and engagement with the content, reaching more than 100,000 viewers across the globe
with our live broadcast. We will also use the content to generate interest from
media and share the Maine lobster story during peak season.
We will also host a traditional “Maine After Midnight” event in Chicago dur-

ing the third week of September. The event will be attended by chefs, media
and influencers to generate interest in our stories as well as media coverage in
the second largest media market in the country. The mid-September timing of
the event will lead into our third annual celebration of National Lobster Day,
where we will once again be sharing our story and the content we have created
to drive media and social conversation To make this work we are planning and
preparing for every detail with our marketing partners at Weber Shandwick.
You can be sure that the MLMC will be working hard and as smart as we can
to deliver our message about the story of Maine and Maine lobster to an everexpanding audience. Here’s to a prosperous 2018!

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pailss

www.bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com
Phone: 603.300.2846
or 603.300.2849
Phone: 603.300.2849
Email: info@bessybait.com
Email:
info@bessybait.com
Bessy Bait is sold at our warehouse located at
155 Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!
Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.
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easy and fast.
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Maine Labeling
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Our pressure washers
come with everything you
need, including 50’ hose and
wand with turbo nozzle.

Hydraulic

Belt Driven

603-474-1914 • sales@coastalhyd.com
www.coastalhyd.com • 28 Route 286, Seabrook, NH
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In the
NEWS
U.S.-CHINA TRADE CONFLICTS WORRY MAINE SEAFOOD
DEALERS
Maine lobster dealers are among a group of U.S. seafood exporters asking federal authorities to keep the lobster industry out of any U.S-China trade war,
arguing that putting a tariff on Chinese seafood would likely result in painful
retaliation against U.S. exports. Possible Chinese tariffs would hurt Alaska and
Maine the most due to the volume of seafood trade from those states. “Not
only because China is a crucial current and future market for U.S. fish, but also
because there is no ready substitute for the China market,” said John Connelly,
president of the National Fisheries Institute during his May testimony to the
U.S. trade representative.
NEW PROGRAM TO FOCUS ON THE NORTH ATLANTIC

PORTLAND LOBSTERMEN FIGHT FOR STORAGE SPACE
Lobstermen want to lease floating docks in Portland Harbor, claiming they
have run out of affordable work space on the city’s central waterfront and need
a new place to store and repair their gear. Several lobstermen petitioned the
Portland Harbor Commission for permission to install what would be the first
floating storage docks on the waterfront. Current rules allow ship and boat
moorings but make no mention of storage docks. The struggle to defend the
working waterfront from development dates back to the late 1980s in Portland
when the first condominiums were built on several wharves.
P.E.I. LOBSTER BUYERS DROP ONE-CENT LEVY

The University of New England (UNE) is launching a new program to develop
research, industry and community partnerships to meet shared challenges
and opportunities throughout the North Atlantic region. UNE President James
Herbert announced the launch of UNE NORTH: The Institute for North Atlantic
Studies in May. The new institute will be located at 1075 Forest Avenue near
UNE’s Portland campus. The demographic, geographic, climatic and cultural similarities between Maine and North Atlantic Nordic countries, such as
Iceland, is part of the motivation for Maine’s growing economic and political
leadership in the region.

Prince Edward Island lobster buyers have decided not to collect the one-centper-pound lobster levy this year. Island lobstermen, however, will continue to
pay theirs. P.E.I. was the first province in the region to introduce the two-cent
levy in 2016. One cent per pound came from lobstermen when they landed
their lobster; the other cent came from lobster buyers. The money is used
for marketing lobster products: the lobstermen’s contribution goes toward
the Lobster Fishers Marketing Board and the buyers’ share goes to the P.E.I.
Lobster Marketing Authority Inc. Francis Morrissey, former acting president
of the P.E.I. Lobster Marketing Authority Inc., said the group collected the levy
for two years but buyers this year decided it wasn’t fair that P.E.I. was the only
province in Atlantic Canada collecting the money.

TWO NEW WIND FARMS APPROVED BY MASS., R.I.

HEADING NORTH

Vineyard Wind has been selected for Massachusetts’ first offshore wind contract. Deepwater Wind, developer of the Block Island Wind Farm, will receive
a contract from Rhode Island based on its Massachusetts bid. Together, the
two projects total 1,200 megawatts and establish a new industry in the region.
Vineyard Wind was awarded an 800-megawatt wind farm — up to 100 turbines
— in federal waters about 14 miles south of Martha’s Vineyard. Deepwater’s
project, called Revolution Wind, will be half that size and will be located south
of Little Compton, Rhode Island, and Westport, Massachusetts.

Scientists led by researchers at Rutgers University have predicted the response
of nearly 700 species of fish and other creatures inhabiting the waters around
North America to future climate warming. They concluded that two-thirds of
the species they studied would be forced to migrate north. Among those likely
to be severely affected will be some of the most economically important species, such as cod, sea bass and king crab. Fishermen will begin to feel the impacts of the changing climate when fish migration drives up their travel times
and fuel costs.
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You can find more information, links, and photos at
www.mainelobstermen.org. And let us know if you have
upcoming events!
June 6-7
Green Crab Fishery and Market Development
to Mitigate the Impacts of an Invasive Species,
Portland, ME. FMI: seagrant.unh.edu/
GreenCrabSummit.
June 6
Public hearing on ASMFC draft to addendum
to eel management plan, 3 p.m., Jeff ’s Catering,
Brewer.
June 7
Public hearing on ASMFC draft to addendum
to eel management plan, 3 p.m., DMR office
building, Augusta.
June 12
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative, 1 p.m.,
Island Institute, Rockland.
NEFMC public hearing Herring Amendment 8,
5pm, Holiday Inn by the Bay, Portland.
June 12-14
NEFMC meeting, Holiday Inn by the Bay,
Portland.

June 13
MLA board of directors meeting, 5 p.m.,
Nautilus restaurant, Belfast.
June 16
Boothbay Harbor lobster boat races
June 17
Rockland lobster boat races
June 20
Webinar Public Hearing for Amendment 8, 2-4
p.m. Register at www.nefmc.org.
June 22-24
Portland Schooner Fest and Regatta, Portland
harbor.
June 24
Bass Harbor lobster boat races
Boothbay Harbor blessing of the fleet, 1:30 p.m.
June 25
Comments due on Herring Amendment 8 to
comments@nefmc.org.
June 30
Moosabec Reach lobster boat races

MLA continued from page 1

“The MLA Board believes it is essential that MLA have standing in this court
case. Maine lobstermen must be represented since they are likely to be the subjects of any additional regulations that may be imposed,” explained McCarron.
Since 1997, the MLA has worked tirelessly through the Take Reduction Team
(TRT) process to find commonsense methods to protect right
whales and to keep lobstermen in business and safe on the water. While the switch from floating to sinking groundlines between traps proved challenging and expensive for lobstermen,
they have complied with that rule since 2009. In the years following, the MLA worked closely with the Maine Department
of Marine Resources (DMR) and Maine lobstermen to craft a
proposal to minimize the risk of vertical lines to right whales.
In 2014, NMFS accepted Maine’s proposal for lobstermen to
combine their traps into trawls in certain sections of the coast in order to remove vertical lines from the water. Due to Maine’s proactive approach, the state
averted closure of Jeffrey’s Ledge and Jordan Basin, instead adopting additional
gear marking requirements for those areas. NMFS estimates that lobstermen’s
efforts have removed over 27,000 miles of groundline and 2,740 miles of vertical
lines from the water.

Through the pending legal action, the environmental organizations want
NMFS to review the data used for its 2014 biological opinion on the lobster
fishery, which found that the fishery did not jeopardize right whales. The plaintiffs contend that the right whale population’s decline since 2010, from 483 animals to 458, the similar decline in birth rates since 2010, and
the unprecedented number of right whale deaths in Canadian
and U.S. waters in 2017 indicate that significant changes have
taken place in the population and that the data informing the
biological opinion should be updated.

“Make no mistake,
the MLA is definitely
on the front line in
this debate.”

“You never know how the court will respond. Courts typically
defer to the regulatory agency with specialized expertise, in
this case NMFS and the TRT,” McCarron said. “But the court
could require the parties to agree on a remedy or on procedures to craft a remedy. The MLA wants to be sure that Maine lobstermen are
represented regardless of how this case proceeds.”
By achieving intervener status, the MLA preserves its right to be part of the
process. “Make no mistake, the MLA is definitely on the front line in this debate,” McCarron said.

WISCASSET ORGANIZATION AWARDED AQUACULTURE GRANT
The Foundation for Food and Agriculture Research, a nonprofit corporation established by the 2014 Farm Bill, has awarded Coastal Enterprises Inc.
a $300,000 research grant to investigate the economic viability of a Japanese
scallop production technique, known as ear-hung scallop nets, that has been
shown to grow scallops faster and produce larger meat yields. The organization
will provide an equal $300,000 match to the grant.
In 2017, according to Department of Marine Resources, Maine scallop harvesters landed the most scallops since 1997, bringing ashore 793,544 meat pounds,
a nearly 45% jump from 2016. Scallop landings in 2017 had the highest overall
value since 1993 ($9.3 million). Given the high commercial value of sea scallops in the global seafood trade and the growing trend of sourcing sustainably
harvested seafood products, CEI believes that there is great opportunity for
farm-raised scallops in Maine.

Ear hung scallops are pierced at
the hinge and hung on lines. Above
courtesy of the Portland Press
Herald. Right, Maine Sea Grant.
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2018 MAINE LOBSTER BOAT RACING

SCHEDULE
16 JUNE
Boothbay Harbor
Ashley Lowrey (207) 808-9230
17 JUNE
Rockland
Nick O’Hara
Mike Mayo

(207) 542-4348
(207) 542-1879

29 JULY
Harpswell
Larry Ward

30 JUNE
Moosabec Reach,
Beals Island/Jonesport
Jay Mills (207) 598-6347
8 JULY
Stonington
Cory McDonald

11 AUGUST
Winter Harbor
Chris Byers

(207) 244-9623

22 JULY
Friendship
Robin Reed

(207) 963-7139

(207) 664-4525

Genevieve McDonald (207) 266-5113

24 JUNE
Bass Harbor
Wayne Rich

(207) 798-1725

(207) 975-9821

12 AUGUST
Merritt Bracket
Pemaquid
Brent Fogg
Sheila McLain

(207) 380-4909
(207) 677-2100

18 AUGUST
Long Island
Lisa Kimball
Amy Tierney

(207) 332-3968
(207) 317-1576

19 AUGUST
Portland
Jon Johansen

(207) 223-8846

13 OCTOBER
Annual Meeting/Awards Banquet
Robinson’s Wharf, Southport
Jon Johansen
(207)-223-8846

A local
company
serving
Downeast
Maine

Maine lobster
Scallops

8 to 9 AM
10 AM

Exception: Long Island: Sign up
1-2 PM, Start 3 PM.
Listen on VHF Channel 10

Patrick Robinson, Richard Carver,
Albert Carver

Founded in 1949 on Beals Island

Proudly selling:

All Races:
Sign-up
Races Start

Soft-Shell Clams
Shucked Clams
Purged Clams
Periwinkles

207-497-2261
www.accarverinc.com

Mahogany Clams
Crabs
Whelks

